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Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday, November 14, 1918
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Let us all get together, and show
the boys and girls that we are in
hearty sympathy with their work and
believe that "they are doing a great
work. C. H. Bennett, County Club
Leader.

NEAL JENSON. Cashier

Three Things
To Remember

7 848 273
8 575,

678
19 768

jects.

ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President. Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
Meadows, A. Abbott, Kobeij Lynn.

Your second payment Fourth Liberty Bonds
becomes due Nov. 19, 1918.
That the Government needs MONEY to finish
the war and bring the boys home.

1

34

That ih:s BANK is the piace to do your banking.
SAFETY, SERVICE and SATISFACTION

48

310

729419

FARMERS

Place your order for Cotton Seed
All expectoration should be de- Cake. Estancia Lumber
Co.
adv
posited
in cloths and- - the cloths
burned.
Important Health Notice
Read Sections 4610 and 4611 of
To the Citizens of Torrance County.
Our country is suffering a deadly the compiled statutes, where health
boards are empowered to enforce reg 1
eniriemic of Snanish Influenza.
In some instances several members ulations.
All eood citizens, both native and
of a family have died from it, in othforeign-bor- n,
are expected and urged
er instances the entire family.
fully toward saving huto
has
Government
The United States
sent a representative to Mountainair man life and the further spread of
epidemic,
which is more deadly
the
to lend us assistance and certain
Obey
measures are being adopted which than diphtheria or smallpox. have
to
the law cheerfully or it will
everybody is urged to observe.
invoked.
be
BE
MUST
THE EPIDEMIC
M.
V..
AMBLE,
C.
J.
By
of
order
OUT
STAMPED
County
Health Officer, and C.
Kvervhodv sick with influenza, no FISHER, M. D., and J. C. T1L.T, M.
matter hqw mild or how severe the D., Acting Assistant Surgeons United
case, must be isolated.
We are now in position
States Public Health Service.
SPANISH

H. F. SHELTONj
ANNIE PORTER.

epidemic from spreading. '
A good time is guaranteed all who
come, and the County Clubs will give
good exhibits of their various pro-

A BURRUSS. President
N BURTON. Vice Pres.
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CLUB FAIR
One of the County Club Fairs will
bn held in Estancia on November 23,
d we urge
a good attendance.
which will not be in any way dangerous, if everyone coming will wear the
mihienza masks, lms is according
to t'.ie rules of the health officials,
and all club members and others com- inri will please cooperate to keep the
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Cotton oeed Cake
AND FEED

t.

Only attendants necessary lor tne
care of the patient will be permitted
fn utif.r the
Positively, there must be no visiting of the sick.
Everybody but attendants must be
kept away under a penalty of $5.00
and costs.
PREVENTION BETTER THAN

PROCEEDINGS
COMMISSIONERS'
The Board of County Commissioners met Monday and adjourned until
Tuesday.
On Tuesday the Board canvassed
the election of. November 5, 191,
and found results as shown in the
election table published in this paper.
CURE
The clerk is instructed to issue me
Every person who is ill, all who regular
certificates of election to the
have been ill. all who are in attend successful
candidates.
ance unon the sick, all who appear on
The Board extends the time tor me
the streets, in public places or who in- payment
of
the 1918 taxes until the
terchange visits and intermingle with, first of February,
1919, after which
their neighbors, on business or otner-wise- time penalty is to be charged.
must wear gauze masks.
adjourns subject
now
Board
The
These will be furnished Dy tne iochairman.
cal Red Cross, free to all not able to to the call of the
pay for them, and must be worn un
OF
til ordered discontinued oy tne kuuu TO THE VOTERS
TORRANCE
to Health Officer.
method
of thanking you
I
this
take
the
in
AnvhnHv who has sickness
family should report to their neigh- for the support given me on Nov. 5th
me
to the oltice oi
bors and not allow neighbors to enter in electing
the house. Also they should at once
The nice majority given me will
renort to the nearest Health Doara,
ever be appreciated and in return will
health officer or deputy.
am
All rnseit nf Rickness must be strict promise you the best service I
ly isolated, and the house disinfected able to give without favor to friend
by freqgent sprinkling with a one per or foe.
Yours to serve,
cent aolution of carboiic acid or a two
D. C. HOWELL.
solution of formaldehyde
nick-roo-

tounn

per cent
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I am wishing the best possible success to all the officials of the county.
CHAS. R. TALKINGTON.
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VOTERS OF
TO THE
1
TORRANCE COUNTY
I wish to say in this issue that I appreciate in the fullest sense the vote
November 5.
that was given to me on race.
While
I am glad I was in the
there were a number of things in theI
campaign,
good
making
a
wav of
did my best under the trying circum

30

36
31

12
24

4

86
30

But if anyone imagines the job is
over, he never made a greater mistake in his life.
If our bovs begin to come home in
six months it will be surprising. It
will net be surprising if the beginning of their return in great numbers
is a year ahead.
There is a tremendous task ahead
of our soldiers and our war work societies in restoring order in
Europe, in feeding the starved
population, and in rehabilitating in
some degree the devastated country.
Further; the task ahead of our
statesmen in framing a just peace, is
one, and cannot be hurmomentous
a
It will take several
ried through.
months, undoubtedly, and the war
be
considered as over until
cannot
peace is signed.
Incidentally, we must go into this
campaign to raise funds for our United War Work societies just the same
as if the war was to go on. We must
finish the mat work of America in
the war by giving these societies the
funds to carry on their work, which
will be fully as much needed in the
next twelve months as in tne past.
Let fls hold fast, and finish well the
job so well begun.
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to take care of all your wants in Feed, such as
Corn, Cracked Corn, Chop, Bran and Hay.

4

,

Sott on Seed Sake

Car expected this week. Place your orders and buy from car and save
money. Cotton seed cake is very scarce, but we were fortunate enough
to buy one car. We don't know where we will get another. We would

advise quick action.

Estancia Lumber Co.

THE

NEWS-HERAL-

Estancia

D

ALLIED COUNCIL

New Mexico

postea tor Conditions are
changing from day to day and the
past la unlike the present
Save time for time, your time, the
clerk ' time, thé dealer's time, the
mmnufapturer's time, la the nation's
most Important asset
Manufacturers will necessarily hare
to curtail their salesmen on the rood.
ana tne only substitute for salesmen
Is "silent salesmanship,"
1. e
printed
advertising.
Therefore retailers will
be asked to send their orders for merchandise by mall, and the best way
for manufacturers to make thousands
of calls on retailers without employing salesmen is through printed ad
vertising.
Advertising, too, must be used to
tell you why you cannot buy certain
goods, and to continue the good will
and trademark value of such manu
facturers in the minds of the con
samer and the dealer so that after
we win tne war, the sale of such prod
ucts can be Increased and multiplied.
During ths past four years no automobiles have been sold or offered for
sale in Great Britain, yet the manufacturers of automobiles have con- -

MAT COME AT ONCE
CONDITIONS SENT TO GEE,
MANY IMMEDIATELY.

KAISER'S FATE IN OWN HNND5

If Terms Are Accepted, They Mean
Surrender and Permanent End of
War; Austrian Terms Are an Indication Allies Are In Full Harmony

1 American inrantry advancing to the firing line through a wood in Alsace. 2 Pioneers
cuttlna German wire
entanglements In a Belgian marsh to permit an Infantry advance. 3 Italian sentrv Dost hich in the mountains on
the Piave front where the Austrlans have been signally defeated.

Inter-Allle-

Monarch's Hobby Is Botany.
King Ferdinand of Bulgaria is said
to have one redeeming virtue. He Is
considered the best botanist In eastern
Europe.
At his summer residence
Just under Musalla, the highest peak
of the Rhodope range, be has, or used
n
to have, a wonderful
e
where not only Alpine and
plants are grown, but even representa
tive specimens from England, as well
as many rare native Bulgarian mountain plants. These last have peculiar
scientific Interest, for, while some of
them are mere varieties of Carpathian
or Alpine types, others correspond
closely to those of the Caucasus and
slatlc highlands thus dating from
b period before the two continents
were divided by the Dardanelles
while a few others, like the lovely Bul
garian gentian, are indigenous flowers
not found elsewhere.
But summer
succeeds so quickly to the time of
melting snows that the full glory of
spring flowers on the Rhodope range
is seldom seen except by the shep
herds of the mountain pastures.
Candy's Value Recognized.
Fifty years ago the candy of the
country was almost Invariably hard
and coarse, and much of It unwholee
some. Now the making of It has
a fine art and the wizard of
concoction and flavoring has a for
tune at his command. Pure candy
In moderate quantities Is no longer
regarded as a menace to the healthy
stomach.
It has been sent to American and British soldiers, while we
have a recent unconfirmed tradition
that the lure of the gumdrop will en
list an Eskimo to almost any service.
As candy takes Its place among the
articles that go to make up high liv
ing, we may assume that Its consumption, even per capita. Is steadily on
1 40 Increase.
Boston Transcript

When meals upset you nnd yon belch,
gas, acids and undigested food. When
you have lumps of indigestion pain or-andistress in stomach you can set
relief Instantly No waiting!

PEACE

NEWS REVIEW

i

PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN AT ONCE
GAS, ACIDITY,
INOIGESTION.

COMES TO TERMS

lnued their advertising unabated
rim the full approval of the govern
OF
ment and their good will and stand-ta- g
with the buyers will be 100 per
cent aner the war, rather than, say,
THE GREAT WAR
10 per cent If they had discontinued
their advertising.
So read advertisements to keep
postea as to what to bay and also to furkey Is Granted an Armistice
be Informed why yon cannot buy ceron Terms That Mean Her
tain brands of goods because their
manufacturers are devoting all of
Absolute Surrender.
their time to building war products to
help win the war, and keep a warm
spot In your heart for the goods no
longer
available
on the dealers' GERMANY IS IN SAME FIX
uneives, Decauss they, too, like our
boys overseas, will "come back" after
d
War Council Determines
the war and renew old friendships.
Conditions on Which She May
and we want to be ready with our victory celebration and say "Welcome
Cease Fighting Austria, Badhome again, advertised product your
ly Whipped on the Piave

company did good work for Uncle
Bam and we are going to show our
appreciation by buying even more of
such products than before the war."
In that way the advertiser's good
will will be maintained and he will
draw dividends In Increased sales
after the war to make up for the loss
of trade during the war.

STBKACyPSET?

Front, Begs for Peace.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Turkey lias given up.
Not waiting for the result of armis
tice and peace proposals, made to the
entente allies through President Wilson, she made peace proposals to the
British government early in the week
which were considered In London as
tantamount to unconditional surren
der. The armistice went Into effect at
noon Thursday. .
The request for an armistice was
s
carried to Admiral Calthorpe at
by General Townshend, released
Reguby the Turks for the purpose.
larly accredited plenipotentiaries
fol
lowed, and after three days' parleys
the armistice was signed. It Is both
military and naval In character, and
while the terms were not at once made
public, it was known that they Included free passage of the allied fleet?
through the Dardanelles, occupation of
the Bosporus and the Dardanelles
forts, the Immediate release and re
turn of all allied prisoners of war,
and concessions that give the allies
over
complete military
domination
Turkey. The opening up of the Dar
danelles leads, to the expectation of
an early battle between the allied
fleets and the German Black sea fleet
The latter Includes a number of pow
erful vessels of various types stolen
from Russia.
Turkey could not do much else than
She had fought her fight
surrender.
and was really all done. General
great victories In Palestine and
the recent big advances of the British
expedition In Mesopotamia, together
with the collapse of Bulgaria which
isolated ber from her allies left her no
other course than complete submission. The' Greeks were on edge to be
permitted to march on Constantinople,
and the Bulgarians wanted to Join In
such an enterprise, and there was rioting and threats of revolution In the
Turkish capital.
Latest news from Mesopotamia tells
of the capture of the entire Turkish
army on the Tigris.
The United States was not at war
with Turkey and so nominally has no
part In the peace negotiations; but It
has been taken for granted that this
country will at least be consulted in
the matter. Probably Colonel House,
now personally representing the president at the councils at Versailles,
knows what Mr. Wilson thinks about
Turkey, as well as about the rest of
the world, and can ten the representatives of the entente governments.
It
may be that in this matter the senate
will have no voice, as It intends to
have In making peace treaties with the
nations with which America is at war.

In effect all this would mean the
absolute surrender of Germany, and
the allies would be In a position to dic
tate and enforce any peace arrangements they saw fit to make. It is the
Intention of the allied governments,
and the ardent desire of the allied
armies and peoples, that nothing less
than this shall be demanded of Ger
many. Whether the Huns have yet
been brought to a condition where
they will accept such terms was a ques
Many military authorities be
tion.
lieve they will elect to fight for a
while longer before submitting so ab
jectly, and millions of the soldiers and
civilians of the allied nations fervent
ly hope this will be the case. Otherwise, they feel, Germany would es
cape too easily from suffering some of
those horrors of war which her armed
forces have ruthlessly Inflicted on oth
ers and over which her people have
gloated with savage glee. Of course
no such deliberate Inhumanities as the
German soldiers have practiced' could
or would be practiced by the troops of
the allies, but the German cities and
towns could be made to feel the ter
rible hardships that accompany occu
pation by an invading enemy, and the
Inhabitants could be taught a lesson
that would go far toward deterring
them from ever supporting a war of
aggression, even if their rulers were
left with the power to start such a
conflict. The allies are not vindictive.
but they Intend that stern justice shall
be meted out to Germany; and in this
the American soldiers who have seen
what has been done to Belgium and
northern France are, if possible, more
determined than the soldiers of any
other nation. They, and all right-minde-d
Americans at home, feel that
sloppy sentimentality of the "forglve-your-enemorder has no place In
dealings with the Huns.

If Germany accepts the terms of the
armistice and begins to carry them
out in apparent good faith, the great
war may be considered as virtually
ended.

This, however, does not mean

that peace will be negotiated with the
present government
of Germany.
Prince Max, the chancellor, sought
again last week to reassure President
Wilson as to the genuineness of the
German reforms by which the people

are supposed to have come Into control of the government. But Mr. Wilson, as well as the governments of
Great Britain and France, Is more
than skeptical. It is true that the com-

mon people of Germany are being allowed to speak and even to act as
never before, but it Is far from certain that the powers of government
apparently granted to them cannot be
wiped out In a .moment by the kaiser
and his masters, the junkers, when
they have attained their ends. The
whole matter of German governmental
laws and methods is too complicated
for discussion In these columns, but It
will repay careful study by those who
wish to keep abreast of the current of
events.
Despite repeated demands, in the
press and public speeches, that he ab
dicate, the kaiser refuses to sacrifice
himself for the good of his country.
Airplane Cameras.
He is reported to have said he would
airplane
The
camera Is fixed either
be willing to become the "hereditary
to the side of the machine or below It
president" of Germany, and also that
It must be and Is of signal reliability.
when he considers the right moment
Plates add weight to the cargo of an
has come, he will step down from bis
airplane, and there must be no wast
throne. The Socialist papers, especialage through inefficiency in the camera.
ly, have been denouncing him and his
Aerial photographers are the detec
associates bitterly; and the fact that
tives of the air. A mark appearing at
this has gone unpunished, shows that
a spot where no mark was visible in
the autocracy Is losing ground fast
a previous photograph of the same
The resignation of Gen. Erich Lu- place may indicate some Important
dendorff,
first quartermaster general
The German government having sig
change In the enemy a organization,
nified Its full acceptance of the allied and considered the "brains" of the
and extreme car Is taken t Insure terms
as a basis of arrangements for a German army, had a marked effect In
that the mark la not the result of a cessation
Germany, being taken to signify the
of hostilities, the inter-allie- d
fortuitous finger print Thumb marks supreme
He quit, It
downfall of militarism.
are the deadly aln in ths royal air spent mostwar council In Versailles was supposed, because the control of
of the week settling upon
force photographic service.
put
was
In
mllltnry
matters
the hands
the terms of armistice that should be
Imposed on the Huns. It was agreed of the civil authorities. It was reportMora Diversified Farming.
that these would be exceedingly dras- ed that Von Hlndenburg would order
In the censas report of 6,361,602 tic. There was not the slightest dispo- the court-martiof Ludendorff. Who
farms In the United States in 1910, no sition to leave to the Germans any will later order the court-martiof
one's mental picture of a typical farm means of renewing hostilities if the "Hlndy" was not stated.
la verified by general facta. Only one subsequent peace negotiations should
s
crop, Indian corn, was produced on fall through.
Germany now stuuds abandoned by
Jt was believed that the
more than three-fourth- s
of the farms, terms would Include
evacuation of all her allies, for Austria-Hungar- y
was
percentage being 7S.T. Invnded territory within
the precis
a fixed urging quick action on her plea for a
Only two corpa were produced on one-ha- lf period ;
surrender of all
and separate armistice and peace.
The
of the farms or more, and these ammunition; withdrawal ordnance
Austria-Hungarof
of German disintegration
were hay, with SS per cent and po forces beyond
Rhine, and their de- noted last week, made rapid progress.
the
tatoes, with 60 per cent Apples, with mobilization ; surrender of
the frontier The Croatian parliament at Agram de46.9 per cent, nearly reached this fortresses ; release of all allied
prisontotal separation
creed
Croatia,
h
class. On more than
of the ers of war, German prisoners being Slavonlatheand Dalmatla fromofHungary.
farms only three other crops were pro held to help In restoration of devas The Czeoho-Slovak- s
Into action
ducedoats, 84.2 per cent; peaches, tated territory,; surrender of at least and cut the railroad got
between Berlin
29 per cent ; and cotton, 2Q.9 per cent
number of
and Vienna near Bodenbach, so that

German trains could go only as far as
Schnadau. At the same time all com
was severed
munication
between
Agram and Flume and Budapest and
Vienna, and the great seaport of Flume
was handed over to the Croatian na
tional council.
It was no wonder that Count An
drassy, the Austro-Hungarlforeign
minister, was Insistent .on an armistice, for the armies of Emperor
Charles were having a very bad time
of It The Italian front comparative
ly quiet for many weeks, blazed oat In
a great attack by tlie allies, and with
In a week the Austrlans had been
driven back all the way between the
Brenta and Zenson bend. The Ital
ians Degan the offensive and were
speedily aided by the British, French
and American contingents.
The cross
ing of the Piave by these enormous
forces was said to be a wonderful
sight. Sweeping
irresistibly north
and east of the river, they drove
great wedge into the enemy's lines
that speedily gave them possession of
the big Austrian base of Vlttorla.
Then the action became general along
the entire line. The British on the left
wing entered Aslago, and in the center reached the Llvenza river, and the
Italians occupied the city of Oderzo.
Below the Zenson bend the Italians
forced a crossing of the Piave and
made swift progress on the plains that
border the Gulf of Venice. Most start
ling of all was the news that between
the Piave and the Brenta the allies
had trapped 15 Austrian divisions
180,000 men by capturing the moun
tain pass of Vadal.' At the time of
writing the fate of these divisions was
unknown.' Already the allies had
tuken about 50,0(10 prisoners and great
stores of material. The announcement
from Vienna, that Austria-Hungar- y
was withdrawing her troops from Italy
because of her desire for peace, sound
ed rather ridiculous. On Thursday the
Austrian commander asked General
Diaz for an armistice.

wasnmgron, Nov. a. Terms upon
which Germany may obtain an Imme
diate armistice and end the war wera
completed and signed today In Paris,
Secretary Lansing announced the fact
tonight in a brief statement, adding
m,- I- fcll -- 1
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mony had been achieved by the allied
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that the terms

At the seashore there is a lot more
to be seen than the shore. '

,
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and American conferees at Versailles.
It may be Btated authoritatively
not yat given out for
publication follow closely those under
which Austria-Hungar- y
surrendered
today and passed out of the war,
leaving Germany to stand alone
against the world.
The presumption in official circles

As long as a gown isn't too small
woman can build herself up to fit

Spanish Influenza can
be prevented easier than
it can be cured.
At the first sign of a
take
shiver

here tonight was that the stipulations
would be in the hands of ths German
government in less than 24 hours.
they are accepted, a reply settling the
Issue of peace or further fighting may
also be received within

that

.

It

time. The

uncertainty caused President Wilson
to cancel tonight his proposed trip to
New Jersey tomorrow to cast his vote
in the congressional
elections.
Al
though the campista text of ths historic Versailles document probably is
only now on the cables for Washing
ton, its substance had been reported
upon fully and approved by the presi
dent before the final draft was pre
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The secretary made his statement
"According to an official
report
made this evening ths terms of the
armistice to be offered Germany have AUTO REPAIRING
just been agreed to unanimously and
MACHIN! CO., Oornr Lewi A ft.
signed by the representatives of the BROOK
Wichita atta.. W,chit JEassaa. RILL MnOILL..
for aala.
allies and the United States in Paris. Aato BxjMrk Waiting outlta aad naval
The report further states that diploSmyser's Dentists
matic unity has been completely
achieved under conditions of unmost
WICHITA a HUTCHINSON

harmony."
Peace Table Alreday Siting
Subjected to analysis of military

officers here, both allied and Ameri
can, the terms of the Austrian armistice which are said to be no more
drastic than those for Germany are
interpreted to mean absoluta surren
der. Nothing is left to the good faith
of the vanquished and no restrictions
are imposed upon the victors. These
officers believe Germany, left alone,
also must throw herself without re
serve unon the mercy of the victors.
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territorial or
otherwise are all deferred to the con
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ference for the cessation of hostilities
payea the way. The German appeal
The week was almost as disastrous
Champion School
for the Austrian forces In Serbia and fo:- an armistice was submitted on
will train you for the bmt at n.
wainbasis of acceptance of the peace terms
Montenegro. They were driven head
higher cost. Write for circular
long northward and before the end of "Iready outlined by President Wilson
"Í" walch will surprise jou.
and when the discussion starts the
Wichita csmncui ccuhs. "n oim
the week the allies were on the Dan
allies
and
Icaeel
the United States will be
ki la, Writ". WKOTA, USUI
ube opposite Hungarian territory and
had nearly reached their own city of in a position to dictate its results. In
fact the real peace conference has Complete Line Tracks, Tractors, Trailers,
Belgrade. In Montenegro
AUTOMOBILES and ACCESSORIES
units operated with the allies with been sitting at Versailles.
mapked success.
Budapest was re
rear we eared our memberi mora than loot
buttaolr
German Arms Desperate.
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the Croatian frontier end attack that
in
military
sense
Germany
is that
a
city in conjunction with the allies.
must accept the armistice conditions
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or face a debacle of her armies. Signs
Wrecking Co.
The breaking up of his empire and of the disintegration of the German
Cheapest place to bay you
the numerous and serious riots in forces facing the
n
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Vienna and elsewhere are said to have lines have been evident for two days.
rion Market 1043
so frightened Emperor Charles that he The German official statement yesxss-da807 W. Douglas Av
Wichita., Kana.
has taken refuge in one of his castles
admitted an American break
far from the capital and sent his chil through. If the breach is widened the
dren to another stronghold. PresumaGerman armies will be cut in half as
bly he will still be permitted to remain
effectually as were the Austrian We bay or lea. KANSAS HON i METAL CO., OIS K
the ruler of Austria, for he is not perarmies in Italy. They then may be Naideck Aira., Wkalta. aaea. Phone Market 4991.
sonally unpopular, but what the future
crushed separately.
has In store for him and his dynasty
So strong is the impression here
is uncertain..
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last week slowed up the advance of night, a Washington newspaper put
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the allies In Belgium and France, but out an extra saying the war was over
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It cost them dear In casualties, for
and Germany had surrendered. It
Foch's artillery did tremendous exe- caused no excitement.
cution. In their resistance the Huns
s
Ovil Surrender.
were aided by the fact that the allies
It is generally assumed that the
needed time to establish their comDon't sell dirty
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sistance; and on the Champagne front however, it is assumed here that the
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and continuous fighting, the Yangained complete cr-tr- ol
of the
Belleu east of the Meuse, and
It against powerful counter-attackWest of the river there were
lively actions north of Grand Pre.
The artillery of both Germans and
Americans was especially active all
week. The Yankees
displayed
a
marked superiority In this arm. and
their heavier guns, said to be h
naval guns on mobile mountings,
shelled Longuyon and other Hun bases
with decided effect
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Washington, Nov. B. Three hund
red thousand Austrian soldiers and
not less than 6,000 guns have been
captured by tha victorious Italian
armies before the armistice went into
effect at S o'clock this afternoon, said
dispatch tonight from
an official
Rome. This includes
all captured
since tha offensive began October 24.
powerful'Aus-trian
The soldiers of the once
army, tha dispatches said continued to flea in disorder.
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United States Shipping
Board IsTrainingThou-sand- s
of Recruits for

the Merchant Marine
I
4

iMERICAN crews for American mer
chant ships."
This Is the slogan of the United
States shipping board, which has In
hand the great task of creating an
adequate personnel for our new merchant marine.
In years past, whenever the subject
of creating a merchant marine In proportion to the country's commercial Importance
came up, the question was raised : "How are we
going to get men for American ships?"
Young Americans had got out of the way of seagoing. The country did not think' In terms of
ships. Foreign seamen chiefly manned what vessels we had. Our shipyards could not compete
with foreign yards.
The war has changed all that The change has
been UtUe short of magical. The United States of
America now leads the world In shipbuilding. It
will soon lead the world with its seagoing citizens.
Thousands of young Americans are turning to the
sea every month. The old era of the square-riggerto which friends of the American merchant
marine fondly refer, Is rapidly being dwarfed by
what is taking place In our merchant marine today.
As an example of the extraordinary change going
on In the mutter of crews, may be cited a phenomenal jump in September recruiting for the
.merchant marine reported by the United States
shipping board from Washington, In the following
bulletin :

m

An Increase of 491 per cont In a month. In the
number of recruits for the merchant marine signed
on the United States shipping board, was reported
by the board. The figures covering four weeks ending September 12, are as follows: Week ending
August 22, 913 men; August 29, 1,779; September 5,
.2,697; September 12, 4,484. The figures for the latter
week exceed by 484 men the number the board bad
Announced as an expected maximum for the month
of September. The men are accepted for training
jis sailors, firemen, coal passers, cooks and stewards, and will be put aboard training ships at Bod-toNew York, Norfolk, New Orleans, San Francisco, Seattle and Cleveland.

Every little while one hears somebody ask,
"What Is this merchant marine we hear so much

about r

Nobody need feel ashamed if he does not readily
visualize this new commercial maritime force of
the country. The nation for many years past has
fceen building up such an admirable navy that
many people confuse the merchant marine with
the navy, thinking that all ships are under naval
control.
The merchant marine is quite distinct from the
navy. It is, indeed, a navy in Itself a commercial
navy of vessels engaged In business voyages.
The United Stutes shipping board has charge of It,
and It Is run as a national business organization,
much the same as the nation's great railroads are
run by the railroad administration.
of five members,
The shipping board-consist- s
Ben of high training in business affairs, appointed
country.
of
the
parts
Its chairman
from various
is Edwurd N. Hurley of Chicago. Its headquarters '
are In a business building In Washington.
Control is exercised by this board over every
merchant ship of more than 2,500 tons sailing under the American flag. The vast shipbuilding program of the couutry resulting In "the bridge of
ships to Europe," which enables ns to send millions of men to the fighting front and sustain them
there In in the hands of the shipping board. The
shipbuilding Is done by the Emergency Fleet corporation, operated by the board, and directed by
Charles M. Schwab, a master mind in the steel
world and known from coast to coast as a business
genius of the first order. '
The merchant marlue today Is Amor can to the
core.
American daring and seagoing ability are taking
our merchant ships safely across the seas and
back again with shuttlelike regularity.
All this Is being done by volunteers, who take
up the work because they recognize the greatness
new
of the opportunity to help their country in
epoch of expansion.
Is
merchant
marine
in
the
not
an
The mariner
enlisted man. A scratch of the pen Is all that
binds him to his job ; yet he Is as firmly fixed In
it as If he were there by the operation of the
,
selective service law.
Every man working for the new merchant mamerely
not
a war job, imhis
is
knows
that
rine
portant though his work may be as part of his
country's mighty stroke for freedom. The Job
will last after the return of peace. It becomes,
therefore, doubly important.
Ship manning on a much greater scale than that
of the present will begin when the war ends, for
hipa temporarily
at that time many merchant
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used for transport purposes will be turned back to
their original uses as commerce carriers, and will
call for merchant crews.
The work of manning the merchant marine with
crews thus becomes one of the greatest of the government's present activities.
It Is being carried out entirely by the United
States shipping board through its own recruiting
service. This service has national headquarters at
Boston a famous old seaport and a natural center for American sailors and has training stations also at New York, Norfolk, New Orleans, San
It maintains
Francisco, Seattle and Cleveland.
a fleet of 12 training ships and Is training 600
men a month.
The system of securing recruits for this service
-t- hey are not enlisted, but sign a contract to serve
for the duration of the war, with the privilege of
serving ns much longer as they like is exceed-Irml- y
simple.
of establishing
Observing the effectiveness
iranch post offices in drug stores, the shipping
oourd applied the idea to recruiting and established its recruiting stations in each store of a
n
chain throughout the country. There
the proprieare 6,854 of these stores, and In each"dollnr-a-yenr
tor or head clerk is sworn In as a
man" to work for the United States shipping board
as a special enrolling agent of the merchant ma-

rine.

These enrolling agents began thplr work last
spring. They got to going strong in August of this
year, as the figures already quoted indicate.
The men whom they sign are sent to seaports
for training, the government reimbursing them for
their railroad fare.
The young men entering the merchant marine
through the shipping board's training service become the special charges and wards of the shipping
board for the duration of the war.
Their welfare is looked after from the moment
they enter the service. They are placed on board
big training vessels, where they are put Into uniform a special uniform, differing from that used
In the navy and are given a scientific course of
training in the rating for which they "sign on."
Some are trained as sailors, others as firemen,
others as cooks, or bakers or stewards. For the
cooks and bakers special schools are maintained
aboard ship, there being one at Boston and another nt New Tork.
Firemen are given a special school course also,
on the character of coal, combustion, care of boilers and the like. The shipping board maintains a
large school for firemen at Chicago and another
nt Boston.
Water-tender- s
and oilers the assistants to the
engineers on a ship are also given special school
being
taken to sea, at a Chicago
before
training
school of engineering.
When the young men thus trained and some
are aulte young, as the minimum age limit is
eighteen have finished their special courses they
are sent to sea on merchant ships, in proportion
of fdur to each tlx able seamen carried.
Afloat' or ashore they are responsible always to
the shipping board, and every time they return to
an American port they report their whereabouts to
the recruiting service headquarters.
In this manner Uncle Sam keeps a paternal eye
on the young men making their first voyages. He
knows them, and knows that he can trust them.
They are part of a big family of young American
sullors of tbe best sort Americana whose loyalty
is beyond question, and whose bravery and devotion give the He every day and every hour of the
day to cruel slanders that have been circulated
since the war began against the character of American merchant crews.
Till young American merchantman face grave

dangers from the lurking
submarine without a tremor. TOe submarine peril
has acted only as a stimulus to merchant marine
recruiting.
These facts make the
shipping board hopeful for
the future of the merchant
marine personnel.
It Is expected that n
large percentage of these
wartime sailors will remain in the merchant marine nfter the return of
peace. The Inducement!
for them to do so are many
There is
and practical.
great opportunity for rapid
promotion, and the pay is
EX- the best In any maritime
In
the world.
service
An able seaman today gets $75 a month and his
bonus of 50
a
board. During wartime he receives
per cent on his wages on voyages into the wnr-zon- e
waters of Europe. His life Is insured without
cost to him to the extent of twice his yearly earnings.
His future is assured if he sticks and the shipping board believes he will stick. It is estimated
that not less than 200,000 officers and men will be
wanted to man the merchant marine after the war,
and it is expected that every man accepted will be
an American citizen.
The shipping hoard is training officers as well as
It has 82
crews for the new merchant marine.
technical schools, in navigation and engineering,
where experienced men receive free instruction
fitting them for officers' licenses.
From June, 1017, when these schools were started, to September, 1918, more than 10,000 students
were admitted to them. Every student was an
American citizen, fitted to enter by two jears at
sea. or, in the case of engineers, equivalent technical experience.
(
Graduntes of these schools are on the bridges of
American merchant ships today In all of the seven
seas, and the present classes of the school contain
more than 1,200 students.

Washington Was Wise
There is something of poetic Justice In the fact
to be rethat one of the first of the old sluices Ohio,
the
habilitated was the Chesapeake and
George

building of which was pushed by Genial
Washington, who was the first president of the
construction company which cnlled It Into being.
The Father of His Country was so convinced thnt
future nrosuerlty of the nation hail much to
do with water transportation by canal thnt he
obtained a leave of absence while he was still
commander of the Revolutionary nrmy that he
might start the survey for the waterway with
which he hoped to connect the wnters of the
-,or,oniio hnv with the unsnl'ed Ohio. The
nrnWt wns never realized, even In part until
long nfter his dentfi. but to this 'lay the canal Is
n carrier of trade between Cumberland. Md and
Georgetown, In the District of Columbia. It derives Its water partly from the Potomac, and If
deepened would be of much Importance to the
national capital. 1t nas Tor years oeen unni
railroad control. The government hps now placed
additional boats upon it and the lock crews are
working night and day. The channel is beconv
in ns busy as It was in Civil war days, whet
800 boats, ten times the number which It had
when the federal authorities took charge, were
Walter Harrington In the
In constant operation.
American Review of Reviews.
KING, QUEEN OR JACK.
A rookie at Camp Zacliary Taylor had beer
transferred to one of the headquarters companies

to fill the vacancy left by an orderly who was
sick at the base hospital. He was sitting at the
desk when the captain entered.
"Good morning, general," was the greeting offered hy the recruit after executing a salute that
d
woman pitching hay.
resembled a
"I'm no general," the captain replied.
"Good morning, colonel," was the next saluta
tion.
"I'm no colonel, I am a captain," answered tlx
officer as he gave the rookie the Julius Caesat
type of stare.
" 'Scute me, air, bat I knowed that yon wat
on of the face card in the deck," chirped the
Innocent one.

It Is only a plain derby, beginning
to have the permanent duskiness of a
peach, In spite of frequent trips to tbe
hnt specialist for rehabilitation.
It
has no claim whatever to any Individualism, outside of the Initials, which
are Inside and don't show anyway. .It
does not do me justice, either. And
at any angle I place it. It gives me a
topheavy appearance.
So why do I cling to it? Why?
Because anything that costs as much
money ns that derby, deserves not only
care as an Investment, but respect as
a thing of value, ' People don't laugh
nt the Kohlnoor diamond, do they?
They never poke fun at the Great
Ruby?
Then why should they be
amused at my derby?
It cost a great deal of money. The
first time I bought It, I mean when I
selected ft In' the hat shop and paid for
It, supposing that It was wholly mine,
the price was four dollars. The paying over of four of my dollars to the
hat man gave me, at least to my simk
ple,
mind, sole light and title against nil pretenders until the end
world.
of the
But only a simple mind
could believe a thing like that.
Alas, like many other things In this
surprising world. It was not my derby.
It never has been and probably never
will be. For I have been buying It
ever since the first sale In the shop,
almost like one does on the Instalment
plan. Only the Instalment plan entails
a set expenditure each week or month ;
you know Just what It Is going to be
and can be prepared for It.
But when you get your derby from
a hat boy or hot girl In hotel, restau
rant, theater or wherever the grafters
are permitted, you do not know whnt
It will cost you. It all depends on the
hauteur of the hat boy or girl In
charge. Some of them have the appearance that anything tendered less
than fifty cents would be faux pas beyond thought Then the surroundings
play such an Important part In gauging the amount of blood money, or bat
money. Just as you desire to designate
it. A mass of towering palms, much
marble and occasional rugs, means a
ransom. Less marble and only one or
two palms mean less Indemnity. And
simple mahogany and no palm mean
ten cents.
Whv do men ever select such a
piece of headgear In the first place?
I know why they hang onto It after
thev get It, but what can be the rea
son for wanting one In the beginning?
They are not beautiful on or off the
head. They are hard to keep clean
Also they dent very easily and grow
shabby without an effort It is a mys
tery.
There is no sentiment In my case
toward my derby. I respect It the
same as I respect anything that costs
a lot of money, but I don't love It
don't gaze at It with the tenderness
1 bestow on my tulip bed, nor do I look
at it with the fondness which my old
briar pipe Inspires. These I would
not part with.
But anyone who will advance to me
h
the sum which I have paid
out may become the owner of one
black derby, a trifle fuzzy perhaps, but
still capable of exciting the envious
eyes of hnt boys and hat girls. Harry
Irving Shumway, In Judge.

HAD WISHED TO BE TERRIBLE
Little Old Boche, Seemingly So Gentle
and Harmless, Inoculated With
the Deadly Virus.
Then there was the little old Boche.
tn him alone one went through the

whole whirl of thought which every
herd of German prisoners starts In one
and I have seen many. When first
seen at the head of a new column, be
appeared simply ridiculous In contradistinction to the flamboyant Image the
German military rulers have tried to
foist upon the world ; be was so small,
so shriveled, his clothes were so wrin
kled, he was so dirty, he ran so eag
erly.
Then, as he neared, compassion seis
ed one. He wns wounded ; he ran, en
circled by the arm of a friend, and his
head wabbled weakly as he ran. He
bad a little pointed beard which curved upward at the end; he was about
forty-fiv- e
years old; be was tbe humblest gentlest little man. He sat down
on a stone near the dugout entrance;
he would not lie down, but his head
rocked weakly on his small, narrow
shoulders; now and then his thin little
beard pointed straight to the sky ; and
he was so deathly pnlel One of our
surgeons went to him and with long
scissors cut away his blouse. The sodden thing fell to the earth, heavy with
blood and here In the shoulder was a
great red bole going right down into
him.
I saw him again, later, when I passed
the first aid station, lying dead on his
stretcher, abandoned on the ground.
He had died seemingly In a last wab
ble of his poor neck; his thin beard
pointed to the sky In a slender spiral ;
his eyes, rolled back slightly, were the
blue of a child's he seemed really so
harmless, this poor little old Boche.
One wondered at the Irony of the fate
which had precipitated him Into the
he
whirl of this gigantic adventiire
who had been meant so little for any
adventure. One of our hospital corps
men, standing near, seemed to feel
some of this, "The poor little old fellow died while I was carrying him,"
'
he said.
Then my eyes by chance fell on the
stiffened hands. On one finger as a
ring. And the signet of thnt ring was
skull emphasized by crossbonesl
This little mild being. In his own childish way he also, to the best of his
ability, had sought to be terrible.
James Hopper In Collier's W'eekly.
Rich Phosphate

Extensive

phosphate

Deposits.
deposits

on

Nauru or Pleasant Island and Ocean
island, located about midway between
the Marshall and Solomon islands,
northwest of New Zealand, are said to
be the most valuable deposits of the

The Islands, of
kind in the world.
coral formation, have for ages been
the rookeries of sea birds, which have
deposited guano that has Impregnated
the limestone, forming phosphate rock
The quantity of
40 feet in depth.
phosphates available Is estimated at
500,000,000 tons, and as fertilizer it
Is said to rival the famous nitrate
fields of Chili. This phosphate possesses 85 per cent of manurlal value,
as against about 27 per cent of the
best English phosphate, according to
a statement In New Zealand Dalry-an.
Before the war these Islands belong
ed to Germany, but have since been
tnken over by the British government
and now it is urged that they be turned over to Australia and New Zealand,
since much of this phosphate Is need
districts of
ed for the agricultural
these two countries.

Conserving Sugar.
The fnllnwlnir bulletin was among
the most forceful and effective bits of
conservation propaganda at the New
Snails In Aquariums.
York food show. It was put out by
A large glass tank Is not necessary
Refining company
for a house aquarium, says Boys' Life. the National Sugar
Small, inexpensive gloss boxes that of New Jersey:
'
"Save the waste I
mnke destrnble Indoor aquaria, as well
"One hundred million cups coffee
ns glass tubs and Jars, may be ob
used daily in United States.
tained from dealers.
"Seventy million cups tea usca aauy
Do not buy a glass globe for an
aquarium. These give a distorted view In United States.
"One hundred and seventy million
of the contents and are evidently un
comfortable for their animal Inmates. cups ten and coffee.
"If even an average of half a
Goldfish are pretty and Interesting,
of sugar per cup is left unbut they are common In such globes
cups of tea
and not enough can be learned from dissolved at the bottom of
1,700,-00- 0
them by the average student of na' and coffee the waste would be
pounds of sugar dally
ture. Fit up the aquarium as If you
"Stir your sugar until It dissolves.
intended It for goldfish, then get some
to one-na- if
It's estimated that one-thir-d
thing else.
of all sugar used in homes Is
You can catch many things, but do
used In tea and coffee. Think It over
not put too many Into one aquarium.
how Is It In your home? Isn't there
One of the most Interesting aquatic
a chanoe for saving?"
nulmals is the common water snail.
These are ordinarily kept in gold
fish aquaria as scavengers, to clean
Most Useful Vegetable.
np the debris and take onMhe green
Were I to select one vegetable from
material that grows on the sides of the wealth of the summer and fall
the glass. Most people think of snails yield, to be allowed Its use throughas aids In keeping the aquarium clean, out the entire season, I should without
but they are in themselves real objects hesitation choose the tomato. No othof interest
er garden product except perhaps the
potato may be used In so many ways,
Always a Silver Lining.
by Itself, as a salad in dozens of deHe looks as If he might be a mem- licious combinations; in soups, stews,
ber of the diplomatic corps, but he and "made" dishes. There Is hardly
any vegetable and meat combination
Isn't being a salesman In a time-ho- n
Its addition.
ored department bouse on Seventh which Is not Improved by
value dur- respect
anyhow, And besides Its present-da- y
street which In one
ing Its season, it is one of the vegetaIs something equally ns good.
Also, he has a wife who must be bles most easily canned for winter ns
type of little woman. and surest of keeping. Good Housea cheerful-robi- n
for when she peeped In on her husband keeping.
the morning the order went forth that
That Little French Girl.
stores were not to be opened until ten
Nothing Is more characteristic of the
o'clock she accepted the news cloud
with tbe buoyancy of one who knows s Tanks than the letters many of the
boys send home announcing they have
silver lining when It comes her way
fallen In love with "a little French
"Why, James" James Is the diplomatic-looking
husband "now yon can girl" and will send their sweetheart's
help me with tbe breakfast dishes. picture later. Then follows a photosweet-face- d
d
graph of a six- - or
can't you?"
child the soldier boy from AmerOh, yes, the silver linings are there,
ica la protecting and making happy.
all right provided we don't concentrate too morbidly on the cloud side Humor and sympathy make a great
race. Detroit Free Press.
at situation. Washington Star.

Estancia

LEGAL NOTICE

News-Heral- d

J. A. CONSTANT JSditorand Owner.

Savings Bank

First- . . i
01 AlDUquerque,
Kntered as second class matter Janaary 11.
N.
under
M.,
Batanóla,
1907, la the postoffiee at
the Aot oí Contraes of March 8. li07.
Unknown heirs of

SOLDIER LETTER

N

October 9, 1918.
Mother: I received a
letter from you yesterday and also
one from Sister, and was sure very
glad to get them. A letter is almost
new life you know over here in the
land of corned beef. I am well and
fat and I sure hope you are well, too.
You know that your boy is an
American engineer on a railroad in
Mama, can you see me runFrance.
ning an engine over a strange road in
a strange country for twenty-fiv- e
hours and twenty minutes straight
running on five corned beef sandwiches, keeping an eye on business
all the time, because a Hogger has to
be on the job over here in Dodgi-lanfor it is very important that our
trains get to their destination over
That is the run I made one
here.
day last week.
I received some Estancia
and they were fine, and I am
very much obliged to Mr. Constant
for them. You know that a paper
from home is great over here.
I read the report of the vicinity of
Estancia on knitting for the Red
Cross. I think it was great. You
know I am where I know about the
Bed Cross, and I say God bless all
that work for the Red Cross cause.
Have not I a sweater and Red Cross

End

above-name-

aDOve-nam-

H-

W

1

above-name-

News-Heral-

And when I

that the
each of them will take notice
.... BmaA nloinfiff Tnn filad tt.ft
d
defend
suit against the
court; in
ants in tne
prayer
ana
oi saia
the general ODjeci
iaB that
- nlmnt.iff hfl l nnl.;nt
,J lt."l
judged to be the owner in fee simple
of tne real estate aescrioeu in mu
complaint, being the real estate hereinafter described, and that plaintiff's
title and estate in said premises be
established against the adverse claims
d
of each and every one of the
defendants, and that the said
be
of
them
each
and
defendants
barred and forever, estopped from
having or claiming any right or title
in or to the réal estate above described adverse to plaintiff, and that
plaintiff's title to said real estate be
forever quieted and set at rest; and
for all such other and further relief
as plaintiff is entitled to in equity;
nl oafjitp. in situate in the
cairl
county of Torrance, state of New
Mexico, and descriDed as lonuwa,
quarter of secThe south-eatownship seven
tion thirty-threnorth, range six east, containing one
hundred and sixty acres of land, more
or less. The name of plaintiff's attorney is Alonzo B. McMillen, and
his . . e . . . address. is AlbuquerJ.
;j
que, JNew Mexico, ana ecni ui unm
.
..v
aeieuutuiia is nuwireu in
said cause
enters his appearance
on or before the 26 day of December,
will De renuereu
1918, judgment
them and each of them by de
fault.
,,
.
JULIAN SALAD,
(Seal)
Clerk of said Court.

the

-- 1

d

I say, yes.

u fiaiiiM,

No. 912.-

My Dear

socks on?

& Trust Company
xr
T1

Henry M. Alden,
deceased; au unitnuwn owners ui
in plaindescribed
estate
real
the
tiff 's complaint, and all unknown
any
interpersons who may claim
est or title adverse to plaintiff in
the real estate described in plaintiff's complaint, Defendants.

$i.60 per year in advance

Hubacription

Because

State of New Mexico, County of Tor
rance,

PoblishecTeYery Thursday

I

it:

st

é,

post-offic-

roll into a Red Cross station covered
with John D. Rockefeller oil and
French coal, they gave me coffee, hot,
oh, so good, and a meal that can't be
beat, cooked and served by American
Red Cross women of the finest type.
I don't know where Bill is now, he
is not with me. I ought to hear from
him in a day or two.
Write to me soon.
Your loving son,
WARNING ORDER
WGNR. H. W. WHITE,
Co. C, 60th Transportation Corps, In the District Court of the Third JuA. E. F., France.
dicial District in and for Torrance
County, State of New Mexico.
Wilson, Plaintiff.
Bertha
DIRECTORY
PROFESSIONAL

of

the

War
Seems
to be

Civil No. 913.
Divorce.
To J. M. Wilson, Defendant:
You are hereby notified that you
have
been sued in the District Court
office
.
Mason's
.f Tnn.an-- r.nnntv. hv Bertha Wil
Estancia, N. M. son, for an absolute divorce upon the

DR. J. H. WIGGINS
Physician and Surgeon
Located i a Dr.
Phone 9

Santa Fe, N.

Estancia, N. M.

grounds of abandonment and deser
tion, as more inny appears Dy xne
complaint filed in the District Clerk's
f TTafanitfa Tnrranrf CountV.
New Mexico, by said plaintiff; and
you are hereby notuiea mm yuu
must enter your appearance, plead

M.

D AVIES

EDWARD P.
N. D. MEYER
T LW
ATTORNEYS

' Estancia office

in Farmers and
Bank Building.

Ml OT Dfi- fore the 23rd day of December,
1918, or the complaint win De lanen

Stock-men-

Dr. A. W. ROBERTS
From Tahoka, Tex.

Veterinary Surgeon
Estancia, N.

M.

et me save your stock. Calls answer-daor night. Phone 33.

y

Torrance County Abstract Co.
A. R. POOL, Manager

ESTANCIA,

nnenrnv aai1

.

N. MEX.

Fifteen years experience as an
stracter. See us before placing your
Satisfaction guaranteed.

aiw.uj
Given under

j...... .v.-- -.
my hand and the seal
of the District Uourt, tnis tne
,3

of November,
Q.-I- V

in

BY T. B. RAPKOCH,

C.J. Amble

Physician and Surgeon
Treating
practice aod eonnnltation.
of Eyea and Fittior of Classes a Speoialty.
OfficQ at Drug titore
MOUNTAIN AIR- N. M.
Office

Deputy.

Association
The Bean Growers
have leased the old Hughes Mercan
tile ware house across the track from
Via dannf anA nra nrpnarerl to clean
your beans and store them for you or
of anv timp VA11 RAV. We
do not buy beans, we ship for the
grower at cost. Bring on your ueim
11

C. M. Milbourn,

Secretary-Treas-

State
FRED H. AYERS

lad

Attorney

Office honra

ESTANCIA,

a

Counselor at Liw
:S0

a m to

:S0p m

NEW MEXICO

. B. Bwing
DENTIST
ESTANCIA

NEW MEX.

Office hours 9 a. m. to 5 p.m.
Office in Ayers building'

W. DRAYTON WASSON

Attorney at Law
Will practice in all Courts of New Mexico
NEW MEX.
ESTANCIA
Also V on right hip,
cross on right shoulder, XX on left hip.
Range 6 miles north
1 mile west of Lucy.
Notify Mrs. S. A.
Edmonds & Sons,
Lucy. N. M., of any cattle with above

brands atrayed from range.

Raymond T. Sanchez
General Merchandise

Mn

Sight,

I.O. O.F.

Let

Up

Raiui'rt ñt nnnrttMnn nf Estancia SavfoffS Bault
at Estancia, in the Stata of New Mexico, at
tne cloae of businaas ou nnv. 1, iwio.
Loaos and discounts
Overdrafts, unsecured
IT. M.
Hoods owned and
unpledged
VaJue of banking hi use (if
unincumbered)
Furniture and Fixtures
Baal estate owned other
tban banking house
(a)Net amount due from
National Banks,
Net amount due from banks
and bankers (other than
included in 10 or 1 )
(a) Outfiideehaska andoth- $1,3S9.10
er cash items
currency,
(b) Fractional
243.A2
nickels and ccpta
Coin and currency

$.61.386.51

Total
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock Paid In
Huroins fond
8,431 37
Undivided Profits
(c) Lefts current
expenses, inter
est ana taxes
4.482.92
paid
Demand Deposits:
Individual deposits sub

$190.351

jact

Cashier's checks outstand
i

Deposita
County deposits
Tima leposita (payable
after 30 days , or subject to
Certificates of deposit
Total of tima deposita.
24.524.X)
Items 35. 3tt. 37
(b) Notes and bills
elsewhere than
at Federal Keserre Bank
Bills payable.incladinff obligations
representing
money borrowed
Total

2..VKM6

on

War
Work

7.199.10

ft

G miner Depew

Total
LIABILITIES
Cspital B(.ock Paid lo
Surplus fund
$3.680.M
Undivided profits
(c) Lew current eiponsos,
!,Hil,46
intemstand taxes paid
Individual Deposits.eubjoct
to check
Certiücates of deposit due
in les than : days
Crtitiod Cliecks
Cashier's Cbockaoutetandiog
deposits.
Total of demand
111, 33.
Items Í7, ü

ollll

$

113.0a
233.il
3'

Sii
3.2wU.Wi

.'H

Total

DEPEW, a sailor of the Legion, tells a

Í fy?JJ9t
ii.WO.Uu

l,tlf,08
62,235.79
6.I.2.SO
40.00

iih.li
.12

2fi.M8.78

he endured in two years packed solid with fighting and adventure on land and sea. Its description of
the Yarrowdale with its carg) of human wretchedness is
the iirst qomplete account written by an American who
lived through the indescribable horrors of that now famous voyage. Gunner Depew writes of the German Prison
Camps ?s only a man can who has lived and suffered in
them who has been face to face with the misery of the
men who has himself been the victim of
the inhuman cruelties which the Huns heap on their
prisoners of war,
half-starve- d

$111114.21

Don't Fall to Read This Vivid and

Still

GripTÜni- -

Narrative

OUR NEW SERIAL!

II

Ill

in

il

nil

ill

inilllllllll

D. W.

Sawey

ii

in

mm

T0TH,

The

Painter

Has returned home and is

NOW RE3DY FOR YOUR WORK

CONTINENTAL

Call him and he will show you a fine line of

OILS

WALL PHPER

AND GHS

is

XSoy

GUNNER story of whai lia did what he saw what

State of New Mexico. County of Torrance.ss
We, C. A. Burruss,
President- and Neal
Jeneon. Cashier, of the above uamed bank, do
solemnly swear that the above statement is true
to the best of our knowledge and belief
C A. Burruss, P reel don t,
Neal Jensou, Cashier .
Correct Attest :
J. N. Burton
Willie Klftin
C. A. Burruss
rHrMitnr.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th
day of Nov.. 1918.
Q
Ralph
Roberson.
(Seal
Notary Public,
My commission ei piros March 28. 1922.

(Elias,

Laughing American Sailor

ALBERT N. DEPEV

3.0'
141,114.21

18.15

Bills payable, including ob- Kfratinna
rAiirAnmitiiiff
money borrowod

Dy the Fighting,

2,052.15
.4o&.l

7,924.03

M

THE MOST AMAZING STORY OF THE WAR

The Time is Now Here
When you must buy

1.63Í.6S
5. ft 10 0
72

Lots

m 'ÍÍS 22
00

3.948.45

of

72,846.31
4M 6tl
5Ü5K.Ü5

24,534.33

5,000.00
20,000.00

War

:

Meets every Wednesday night over day of November, 1916.
All (Seai)
BeoryC. Williams.
Farmers and Stockmens Bank.
Public
Odd Fellows cordially invited to attend. My commisskm expiras April 12,Notary
1921.
C W. Archer. Sec N. D. Strong, N. G

Sweaters, Gaps, Gloves,
Winter Underwear, Hose,
And we invite you to look at our stock in these lines. Also remember
that we have a splendid assortment of Dry Goods. Notions, Dress Shirts,
Shoes, Groceries, and
.

,

to

Shelf Hardware
Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange

Do

OF ESTANCIA AND MORIARTY

Work

$190.354.72

J. S. Kelly, Cashier.
A. J. Oreea
J. 8. Kelly
Annie Porter
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th
Correct Attest

RESOURCES
Loans and discounts
Overdrafts, unsecured.
U. S. BondB owned and un238.71
pledged
Total U. R. Bonds
(a) Value of bankintr house
(if unencumbered)
and Fixtures
Furniture
Net amouut due from
25,078.96
National Hanks
Net amount due from re- P" 61
serré banks
fa) Outside checks aud
Other Daelt Items
Coin and currency
Other assets, if auy, Accruod
Interest $l,Wíf.2;í. Postage
$150.00, War Stamps $3'--

Agent fop

70

402.86

r

Bank Report

Ortiticates of deposit

317.87
fl.SU

State

X).

1Q

as:
State of New Mexico, County of Torrance, Kelti,
Wasron Yard
Wa. A. J UrMtn. PrMidMit. and J.8.
P.aliiar at t h khoTA naviiiMi Kjknk. do aolemtllr
All Kinds of Feed
swear that the above statement is true to the
belter.
Chilili. N. M. best of our knowledge and (ireeo
Land for Sale
A. J.
President,

ESTANCIA LODGE NO. 28

Don't

There

Bank Report.

that the influenza has broken out
anew in Spain, in severer form than
before, after a subsidence of several
months, showing that it may break
out anew in this country after the
present epidemic is over.

tt:

lfl18'

-

urer.

tl0The same medical journal reports

S.

f

t

Report'crf condition of Farmers and Stockmens Bank at Estancia, in the State of New
Mexico, at the close of business ou Nov. 1,

SAT.AS.

Clerk of the District Court of Tor
rance County, State of New Mexico.

Ab-

orders.

ay

JTTI.TAN

f'

I

from others, thereby escaping without a case among the entire 350 inmates and employes of that institu- -

FEED! ..FEED!

FEED!

pniYITll Hint.

as confessed, and judgment rendered
against you in accordance with said
oomnlaint and relief prayed for by
plamtilt.
M
' u Ham. ft, VHiicnn. uuaua
lupe County, State of New Mexico,

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
cash $2,851.82, pledgBernalillo
es $246.50, expense $14.60.
pledges
Colfax cash $2,000.00,
pledges
Curry cash $789.92,'
$344.60.
Dona Ana cash $590.92, expense
$26.32.
De Baca cash $476.81.
Grant cash $2,239.27.
Guadalupe
cash $768.65, pledges
$79.60.
pledges
$245.87,
Lincoln
cash
$28.60.
Luna cash $1,643.90.
McKinley
cash $1,722.74.
Mora cash $914.89.
Otero cash $561.94, pledges $30.-0- 0,
expense $5.00.
Quay cash $338.00.
Rio Arriba cash $835.88, expense
$12.35.
cash $387.80, expense
Sandoval
$2.00.
.
San Juan cash $720.87.
exSan Miguel cash $1,339.72,
pense $21.00.
Sierra cash $124.90.
Santa Fe cash $1,202.41, pledges
26.50.
cash $1,157.65, pledges
Socorro
S116.75.
Taos cash ssol.Zb, pledges a.uu,
expense' $13.00.
Torrance casn iaaa.ou, pieages
$7.00, expense 13.50.
Union cash $925.46, pledges $75.- 75.
cash ?746.H5, expense
Valencia
$5.00.
$23,666.72;
Total cash received
pledges, $957.00; expense $113.52.
Over subscripQuota, $18,000.00.
tion, $6,623.72, or 36.79 per cent.

that the mask prevented the
warers from breathing in the germs
showing

See us for everything in feed.
adv
Estancia Lumber Co.

J. M. Wilson, Defendant.

XM

THE MASK IN INFLUENZA
The American Medical Association
Journal for November 9th tells that
at the Michigan School for the Deaf,
at Flint, in that state, of three hundred inmates and fifty employes not
a single one has had influenza because all were instructed by the State
Board of Health to wear gauze face
masks and complied with the order.
No other preventive measure was
so the medical journal states,

THE SALVATION ARMY WAR RELIEF CAMPAIGN STATEMENT

.

Don't Let Up
Keep on conserving
means saving lives.

food.

Saving

food

A. T.COCHRAN
--

Phone No.

IiOCATLi

51

ITEMS

Canary birds for sale.
Madole.

Mrs. E. W.
adv

For rent, two good bean farms, ' Unfurnished rooms for rent. Infarmed this year. Ben Young, adv quire at this office.
Harry Pace returned from Kansas
M. C. Daugherty is sick at the
City Sunday.
home of J. L. Smith. '
InMrs. P. H. Arnold of Torrance was
For sale, good Jersey bull.
quire of O. R. Pollard.
here Tuesday.
Mrs. John Powers visited in Santa Duran, some no doubt subscribed at
Fe over Sunday.
Corona, the N. M. C. railroad em'
H. D. and C. B. Smith made a trip ployes, etc.
to Cedarvale Monday.
A number of farmers and stockMrs. E. L. Smith went to Santa Fe men got in a car of oil cake this week.
It cost about $64 a ton.
Tuesday, on business.
R. B. Coombs, bookkeeper for the
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Kinsell
at Moriarty, November 11, a daugh- Estancia Lumber Co., is back at his
post after a tussle with influenza.
ter.
We learn that Mr. and Mr3. L. 0.
Big shipment winter underwear for
men, ladies and children. Estancia Bachmann at El Bosque Ranch, who
have been sick, are both convalescent.
adv
Lumber Co.
Stockmen ordering
feed of any
A little Cockrell girl has been very
can get a reduction of half in
sick for several weeks, but is now kind
freight rate by ordering through the
convalescent.
county agent.
The little girl of Mr. and Mrs. NelThe report is that Mr. and Mrs. J.
son, suffering with typhoid, is reportL. Smith near Tajique, who have
ed improving.
One
been very sick, are improving.
Like all other bullies, the kaiser is of the children is now quite sick.
at heart a coward. When the supreme
There is to be a stockholders meettest came, he "ducked."
ing of the Farmers and Stockmens
Equity
Exchange at 2 P. M. SaturMr. and Mrs. Forrest Mason have
moved into Mona Bush's house, for- day, Oct. 16, at the Pastime Theater.
merly the Berry Hues place.
J. S. Clack of Tajique, who shipped
Margaret Hook, who is now in Ok- cattle to Kansa s City about three
ago, reports that his best cattle
weeks
expects
be
to
lahoma, writes that she
sold very well, and the others not at,
6ack in the valley next spring.
all well. The bunch of shippers he
See us for all your winter wants, was with all got poor railroad service.
Estancia
All departments complete.
Thirteen cars of cattle are being
adv
Lumber Co.
shipped from here this week. Most
Miss Mona Bush has been laid up of them, went yesterday. Freilinger
for a week from straining her side & Tracy send four loads, W. C Kemp
while lifting a trunk. She is now two, Bob Burrus two, A. A. Hine one,
f ble to be out.
Mr. Stone two, P. J. Moe one. Barney Freilinger, Bob Burrus, A. A.
Influenza seems to be subsiding in Hine, and perhaps others, will make
Dr. Wiggins said' yesterEstancia.
trip with the stock.
day morning he didn't have a call on the
Ilia list in Estancia.
Cannon
wrote his
Ivan George
parents October 6th that he had been
Paul Dean is going to move to his gassed and
was in the hospital. That
ranch and Dr. Wiggins will move to he was
doing well and thought he
They expect to would fully
ihe Dean home.
recover. He said he had
move the last of this week.
It
not been getting the
PLEASE REMEMBER your second was sent to him, as to all the other
October.
up
boys,
of
to
the
end
payment on Fourth Liberty Bond
due and payable Nov. 19, 1918.
C. A. Heliums, a brother of the late
Farmers and Stockmens Bank.
J. C. Heliums, of Pine Bluff, ArkanW. P. Waggoner of Albuquerque sas, arrived here last Thursday with
He has taken over the
has bought the remainder of S. N. his family.
Jenson's furniture stock and rented Heliums store and says he intends to
remain and continue the business.
He will handle secondthe building.
Accompanying the Heliums family
hand furniture, as well as new.
was Mrs. Heliums' father, Dr. J. T.
We neglected last week to meation Butler, who came for a rest and outthe visit home of Corte Douglas, on ing after a strenuous time treating
furlough. He was here but a few influenza cases.
days when he was called back by
Mrs. Nancy H. Cox King writes the
wire, and he expected to go to
d
from Roswell as folFrance, but no doubt that order, if it
lows:
"You may not have heard of
the
before
was issued, was canceled
the death of Johnnie Pope, which ocboys got on the waiter.
curred at Alamogordo Oct. 12, of inAccording to reports there have fluenza. He was well known in and
been but few deaths in the mountain around Estancia from 1905 to 1907.
He was the eldest son of Rev. and
towns during the past week.
Williams, who had Mrs. R. P. Pope, our old faithful misMrs. Mamie
Johnnie was one of the
been at Torreón over two weeks, sionaries.
came home Tuesday night. She re- six who organized the Baptist church
He leaves a
ports all patients improving, persons at Estancia in 1904.
able and with the needed instructions wife, who was Miss Maud Nesbit, also
cases.
new
sons, father,
no
small
of Estancia, three
to care for them, and
Miss Pearce went to Chilili Sunday. mother, one brother, and many
She writes under date of the 12th friends to mourn his death. That he
that she had been to see 159 cases in was prepared to go is a great
News-Heral- d.

News-Heral-

52 houses.

There are more Fourth Liberty
VICTORY BOYS
The boys of Estancia are enthusiLoan subscribers in the county, but it
is not practicable to get a list of astically enrolling in the Earn to Give
Victory Boys, the boys division of the
They are at Willard, Encino, United War Work
them.
Campaign.
The
boys are now enrolled in
J. R. Marsh and family will leave following
Estancia and have made the pledges
shortly for Butler county, Kansas. indicated:
Mr. Marsh thinks he is tired of the Guy Manker
,
S9.00
1.00
Estancia valley, but he'll be back in- Billy Welch
Welch
Jack
1.00
..
side of a year.
Bufora Ficklin
2.50
We had been in an attitude of Wood Crawford
2.50
2.50
"watchful waiting," hoping that since Ethmer Jackson
Kenneth
Green
2.50
the end of the war is in sight, the Beryl Williams
1.00
print paper situation would ease up. Walter Kemp
1.00
But instead of that, notice comes that Gordon Sherwood
1.50
the Government is going to clamp Rex Sherwood
1.00
down tighter than ever. The paper Ferris Robinson
..
.. 1.50
situation is said to be very bad.
Keith Wooldridge
1.00
Sherwood
5.00
The newly elected county treasur- Max
o.OO
Harold
Bennett
er, Juan C. Sanchez, has rented the
5.00
Pope house formerly occupied by J. Ross Block
5.00
C. Heliums, and will move to Estan- Byron Hill
Milton
5.00
Berkshire
cia in time to assume his duties.
He
Floyd
5.00
Manker
has tendered the deputyship to Ralph
5.00
G. Roberson, who has the matter un- Lawrence Bledsoe
Herman
2.00
Maxwell
der advisement.
Ralnh Roberson
1.50
If the boys all over the county are
Mrs. J.' C. Peterson finally got
home Tuesday after a siege of influ- enrolling with the same enthusiasm,
enza and typhoid feverr She was in Torrance county contributions will be
Albuquerque a month or more, hav- beyond expectations.
D. rj. EKICKSON,
ing been so weak when discharged
from the hospital that she had to stay Vice Chairman Boys Division of Tor-- 1
ranee County.
in a hotel a couple of weeks to recuperate, before she could come
home.'
For Sale or Trade.
Dr. Amble, county health officer,
Four room house in good live
and Dr. Fisher, Government health town of 1,200 population, in Ramoofficer, were here Monday, and urged na, Oklahoma, with electric lights and
very strongly the wearing oí masks.
.They say they do not want to make water in the house. Also one nearly
unnecessary trouble, but they want new Overland Roadster automobile.
to stamp out the influenza epidemic, Will trade for property in Estancia
and this is the only known way to do or bean land in the valley. Call and
it.
see me. Sam N. Jenson, Estancia,
adv
The Estancia Valley Flour Mill is New Mexico.
running every day, now. Besides his
FOR SALE OR TRADE
other products Mr. Aycrs is making a
graham flour with 5 per cent of the
Small box wood stove, medium
bran removed, which is a very whole sheet iron (hot tamale) stove, medisome flour, and may be used for um size coal stove, all good. One or
making all. Will take good sized box wood
besides
various purposes
Inquire
bread. It is especially good ior gin stove, and wood in trade.
adv
gerbread and molasses cookies, and this office.
By
use
good
its
piecrust.
also makes
you can give the little folks their reMAN.
FURNITURE
NEW
quirements in sweets, and at the same
time conserve sugar and white flour.
Hnvinor hnnchr. the finm.Tpr- Several of the Hubbard children, son stock
furniture I will conwhose father died yesterday, are sick, tinue the busine-in the tame
but not dangerously. Mr. and Mrs. funding and will sdd
HPcnrd-har- d

First Lieutenant
Welcome
P.
Waltz, of the first division of the
American
first
army in France, has
been recommended
for a captaincy
on-- his own merit.
Lieutenant Waltz
is a son of Rev. W. J. Waltz of Estancia, N. M.
Collier's Weekly of
Nov. 9th carries on its 6th page a

picture of Lieutenant Waltz with a
Boche machine gun on his left shoulder, which he had brought in during
the St. Miheil battle.
For sale, milk cows with young
calves,
also registered
Hereford
calves both sexes at Clack's at
Tajique.

STRENGTH

SERVICE
the largest in Tor-

We have combined Capital and Surplus
rance County. We are a member of the
FEDERAL

adv

RESERVE

SYSTEM

Which gives to ourselves and our CUSTOMERS that sound and secure
feeling, so much desired during these abnormal months. You are contributing to the success of the Great United Staler Banking System,
when youtoank with us.
MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE

Holiday Goods
Ladies' Handbags and Purses the finest stuff
ever brought to Estancia $2 to $18. Don't
miss seeing these goods.

Estancia Drug Company
For Sale in Estancia
AT

r it
ustancia ivaliev
riour Mills
ir

.

k--i

Federal Food Administration License No.

'f

Com, Cotí Chop, Corn Meil

Proc's; and different kinds of

Rainbolt are taking care oí them.
department and will buy,
are
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. (Jaussey
preparing to move to Dallas, Texas. sell aid px'h9i)2e furniture of
Your
Miss JNorris has just received word all kinds for the home.
that her nephew, Lieut. G. N. Ham- twtronage will be epprecia n.
mond of the 14th U.' S. Cavalry, sta- W.
adv
P. Wag;ener.
tioned at Ft. Houston, Texas, had
died on the 5th with pneumonia, and
his remains were taken to his home
For sale, big work tfam. 1300
at River Forest, Illinois, for burial. pounds each, pair mules, Ford
Estancia had a big peace celebra touring ca-- . nearly good as new;
tion Monday. There was a proces- runabout. Ford gnrd as new.
sion headed by girls" carrying a large Will give time, on approved note.
flatr. and a long string of decorated
A
There Also 10 r ead of gcod bulls
automobiles were in line.
were speeches by Fred H. Ayers and J. Grcen.
automotwenty
Dr. Fisher. About
For Ff.Ie, two lots in Est am ia
bile loads of people went to Willard
and helped the Willard folks cele -- Wm. Dow, Tajique.
an
brate. Somebody constructed
of the kaiser which was dragged
All iiTnuns knowing them
along and treated as the crowd
thought the original ought to dc selves indebted to Vtihey Att
Co. are requested to call and
treated.
Accounts not
settle at once.
settled by Nov. 20 w ill be placed
MARRIED
for collection and fres for col
T
Here
P Channel! and L. Rav Dovle. lection will be added.
both of Mountainair, were married after we will sell for cash, exMonday, Nov. 11, m their buggy in cept to persot s that can a' ti v. il
Estancia, by Rev. W. J. Waltz.
ii the hrst of
make settlement
This must he ar
each month.
DIED.
ranged before credit is giver.
adv
Mrs. Sue Avers died at Lucy Tues Valle Auto Co.
following
day night, of pneumonia

r

G 140698.

.und by French Burr
flour including "Whole

Wheat Flour" containing at least ninety-fivthe berry; Victory Mixed Flour and

per cerit of

Standard White Flour

You Must

ei-fi-

Deceased was a daughter of N. b.
She was a voung woman,
Brown.
probably about thirty years of age.

We must sell Groceries.
Buy Groceries.
Why can't we get together? We are offering
Come and see.
you inducements.

KEMP BROS.
GTOBER 1,

NOTICE

We have a few new Ford cara
in stock. The only ones for sale
Miss Clarinda Sanchez, daughter of in the state.
We also have new
Jose Sanchez and sister of Juan Cruz Ford Trucks and Fordfon TracSanchez, died at her home near Man tors.
Call or write if jou want
zano, last Friday evening.
Funeral services were nem Satur- anything in Ford line. Valley
adv
day, conducted by Rev. J. Gauthier, Auto (Jo.
and the remains were buried in Man
zano cemetery.
Miss Sanchez was a school teacner.
She attended the Las Vegas Normal
last summer, and came home in poor
health. Subsequently she underwent
an operation for appendicitis at St.
Joseph's Hospital in Albuquerque.
She had not fully regained her
strength, and fell an easy victim to

Cur terms will be strictly

ESTANCIA AUTO CO. .
Repairs, Parts and Supplies

RMS,

UMBS ASLEEP

Weak and
And Was
influenza.
The bereaved relatives have the
Saya
Lady.
Florida
Nervous,
warm sympathy of a large circle of
friends in their loss.
Five Bottles of Cardui
Made Her Well
J. L. Hubbard died yesterday afternoon after about a week's illness with
influenza.
Kathleen, Fla. Mrs. Dallas
Burial will be this afternoon at Es- of this place, says: "After the Prlne,
birth
tancia cemetery.
of my last child... I got very much
Run-Dow- n,

Pinto Beans

and

Are now down to $6.00 per cwt. with prosOur price
pects of another drop any day.
to date has been 25 cents more than to Colo- rado farmers. The price set by the Government for their own consumption is $7.00 F.
O. B. Colorado points, which would mean
$6.85 New Mexico points, the difference in
freight rates being 15 cents more from New
Mexico than from Colorado.

THE TRINIDAD BEAN

8

,

ELEVATOR CO.

JOHN C. BIXLER, Manager,

chance with every other soldier for
If his label is
receiving a package.
not received by some one it will be
because either he failed to send it or
it was lost in the mail. In either case
no duplicate label can be received.
wrapCommittee' for inspecting,
ping and labeling packages are Ira
Bur- N.
J.
C.
and
H. Bennett
A liman,
tn'All packages must be turned in to
Local Red Cross by November 18th,
The
r.f v nnn., .mnt'i nf fie
committee will be glad to help every
uy
hubwchuk
relative ana iriena
quiries regarding the barred list of
articles, or in any other way possible.
.

MOUNTAINS, NEW MEXICO
United Statps Food Administration License Number

CHRISTMAS PACK-AGE- S
REGARDING
FOR BOYS OVERSEAS
Cartons in which gifts to soldiers
in France are mailed have been received and can be obtained by presenting a label from your relative or
friend to C. H. Bennett, at the county agent's office. No carton can be
issued until the label is presented.
No soldier will be allowed to receive
more than one package from Ameró
ca, so if you receive a label your gift
will be the only package the soldier
Every soldier will be
will receive.
giveiupne label and will have an equal

G 07471

--

weakened,

A

Hits hern the caving factor in many a man' business career.
Such friendships are not tormed in a day, howevor, they reouire the ripening
influence of tlnio..
.
Uake this bank your friend anil ally now. thra when the crucial nolut armes
en"njrh
iii
assistance.
to
history
well
our
kuowy,.unnJ
your
business, it will
in
Tills truth is as iniortaut unit useful to the individual as to tu bnsiucas man.
Call in and wo will bo alad to expUin at any time the advantage id a uaukiuK
t
connection.

so much

that I could hardly do anything at
I was so awfully nervous that
ast
I could scarcely endure the
My condition was getting
noise.
worse all the time. . .
I knew I must have some relief or
I would soon be In t" bed and In a
felt so badly
serious condition f
and was so nervous
weak I could
hardly live. My husb d asked Dr.
about my takln CarduL He
Bald, 'It's a good medlcla
and good
for that trouble", so he got me 5 bottles... After about the second bottle I
felt greatly Improved... befone taking
It my limbs and hands and arms
would go to sleep. After taking It,
however, this poor circulation disapMy strength came back to
peared.
me and I was soon on the road to
health. After the use of about 5 bottles, I could o all my
and attend to my six children besides."
You can feel Bafe In giving Cardn!
B thorough trial for your troubles. It
contains no harmful or
drugs, but Is composed of mild, vegetable, medicinal Ingredients with no
bad
Thousands of women
hare voluntarily written, telling of
good
Cardal has done them. H
the
B
should help you, too. Try it

all.

house-wor-

g

after-effect-

k

Strong Bank's Friendship

I

at

We pay 5 per cent on Time deposits.

Torrance County Savings Bank
I

Willard, New Meiico

"The Bank ot Personal Services"

t

Neal Jenson

j
0
0

I

U. S. Commissioner
Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Ufe. Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged.
Residences and
i

aiiiu ivi

ivv.1 it.

Estancia. New Mexico

0

WOMAN'S NERVES
MADE STRONG
By Lydia E. Pinkham'
Vegetable Compound.
Wtnasta,

than

jta

Mina." I suffered

for mora

irosa asrvousiMss, and was
DHI J. WUHI UVS

Wt

at nieht
raat
would lie awak and

get ao nervoua I
would bava to get
op and walk around
and in tba morning
would be all tired
out, t read about
Lyali E. Pinkaam's

Vetabl

Com-

pound and thought
My
I would try
nervousness soon
left ma. I aleen
well and fssl fine In tha morning: and
able ta de jTWOrk. I rladly recommend Lydla B. Pinkbam'a Vegetable
Compound' ta make weak nerrea
strong." lira. Albert Sultzb, 03
Olmatead St, Winona, Minn.
How often do wa hear the expression
among women, "1 amaenerreua, I cannot sleep," er "it aeema as though I
should fly. " Such women should profit
by Mrs. Sultxe's experience and giva
this famous net and herb remedy,
Lydia E. Pinkbam'a Vegetable Compound, a trial.
For forty years it has been overcoming such serious conditions as displacements, inflammation, ulceration, irregularities, perieaio pains, backache,
md nervous prostration of
women, and is now considered the standard remedy for such ailments.

it

Say "Nope"!

to your Grocermait

H he trie to put over on
'yon sometkmg "just aa
gooa as"

Red Cross

ák- -í

IT

Ml Elm

In the words of the immortal Josh

Billings "There aint no sioh thing.
There is positiTelrnothing aa good
as, or equal to BED GROSS BATiTi
ULtJE for producing clothes of such,
white purity aa bring a blush to new
fallen snow.

5

Try It

Prove If
Everywhere

Cents

Tight at Ankles

j

IS HAXN KTBEKT. KANSAS CITY, MO.

When You Use

TARKIO

Ran No Risk.
BEST PEED for CatHe. Hogs and Sheep
Haa been tried end stood tke test.
Write er call for price, and f urtber i nformatloa.
You

TARKIO MOLASSES
3Mck

ubun

Lr,.

M

PATENTS

.aruBirr'áf

Shame on the Rest of Us.
And Just to think that It took a
California squlbsmith to dig up the
fact that water Is a soft drink.

Important to Mathers
Examine carefully every bottle of
that famous old remedy
for infants and children, and see that It
Dm ra A.
Slgnatore
In Usa for Over 80 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Caatori

GWfMcjCfa

Like Other Casillera.

"What does It mean when they say
a German general was cashiered?"
"I don't know exactly, but I presuma
th-take him and shut him up in a
Mtie cage."
Rome "people would not want to be
fciippy If everyone else was.

The average man thinks the average
man Is far below hla level.
IT

1

Granulated Eyelids,

Eves
II F n'etoSH,

inflamed

by

expo--

tMtndWM

rniicklv relieved by Marts
tvaltosasey. NoSmarrmg,
Just Eye Comfort. Al
Vour Druggists or by mail 60c per Bottle
s--a
For Beet at SM era tree writs

CVeS
J

Muriato

Zym

Remedy Cas, Chicas

FARMERS

SHOULD

COMBINE

vate.

Not

Cars-fFol-lo- w

Serious Delays Will Be
Exceptional.
(Prepared by the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture.)
Cultivate Japanese Toddle. '
Of more than 600 tractor owners on
The entrance of the hobble skirt plus Essential That Corn Bo Mature and
ake
representative farms in Illinois who
the Japanese toddle Is almost enough
Past the Dough 8tate Before
reported to a recent survey conducted
to take a woman's mind away from war
Use of Boys for Trampby the United States department of aging and Packing.
riculture, a report of which is published as Farmers' Bulletin 963, 54 per
(IYnm the TJnltea States Department of cent stated that their outfits were riot
Agriculture.)
disabled a single day when needed durOn account of the labor shortage,
ing the entire season last year. Of th
In silo fill- remaining 46 per cent the average numnelghborhohd
ing should be highly developed during ber of days their tractors were out of
the current fall. All the silage crops commission when needed was flve. Thls
should be saved without loss, while all average, however, did not Include one
stlos should be filled to capacity. Five man who stated that his machine was
or six or more farmers who own silos not usable about half the time.
in one community should combine
The reports of tractor owners Inditheir working forces Into a crew cate that with a careful and proficient
which should rotate from form to farm
as the corn becomes ripe enough.
Such an arrangement resulting from
the Interchange of neighborhood farm
labor will minimize the expense of
housing the silage crops.
It Is essential that corn should not
be cut for ensilage until It is mature
and through the dough stage, as repeated demonstrations have shown
conclusively thnt corn in this condition is at the peak of nutrient value.
The bugaboo about frosted corn being
wholly unsuitable for ensilage Is a fallacy, as corn which has been damaged
with frost can be converted Into very
good ensilage If It is cut shortly afterwards. In the case of badly frosted
corn, however, there occurs a considerable loss of leaves.
Watering the Chopped Feed.
In case the corn Is excessively dry
and wilted at the time of stlo filling,
water should be run through a rubber
hose into the cutting box and blower Farm Tractor Drawing Double Disk
during 'the filling process so that the
Harrow.
chopped feed may be wet thoroughly
and rendered succulent for future feed- operator a gas tractor Is a very deing. In extreme cases where it is Im- pendable source of power. Occasional
street suit of black possible to saturate the corn com- slight delays probably will be encounvelours trimmed with gold braid and pletely in this manner, and where wa- tered, but serious ones wIU bo excepbuttons.
The
tunic la ter pressure is available, a second hose tional, whereas with a careless or inedged with black caracul. The tight is sometimes carried over the top of competent operator expensive delays
hem of skirt la finished with gold the silo so that the water falling on are apt to be frequent.
braid.
s board Inclined against the side of
Of the tractors owned by Illinois
moved at regular intervals farmers reporting, about 90 per cent
work. These are strange twins of fash-Io- n the silo and
efficiently to thoroughly moisten were operated by the owner or some
serves
to be born In this autumn of 1018 ;
member of his family, the best results
but women will overcome the handicap, the forage.
Use of Elevating Attachment.
usually being obtained by this class of
adopt both of them, and, become Imon
corn
loading
the
In
the
Labor
Thirty-siper cent of Illioperators.
mensely well pleased with themselves
wagons In the field may be reduced by nois owners reported' no time lost in
before Thanksgiving day arrives. That
of an elevating attachment, the field on account of trouble with tha
Is the peculiar and mysterious quality the use
standard types of which are outfit. This probably means that the
with which women are endowed; ad- several
now
on
market This device Is at-- time lost was not worth mentioning.
the
justing themselves to a circumstance
Most men do not consider It trouble so
and seeming to fit Into it In a few
long as they know at once the cause of
days.
stoppage or other Irregularity In the enThe Japanese toddle has already begine's operation and are able to remcome the walk of the moment among
edy It promptly. The average time lost
They caused Imthe mannequins.
per day by the 46 per cent reporting
mense amusement at the exhibitions of
trouble Is a little over
gowns, because they exaggerated It
of an hour.
with none of the equally laughable majesty that the French mannequins have
assumed for a decade.
PROPER STORAGE FOR BEETS
We have no Margots or Audreys In
this country, but we have our Dolores
When Placed In Cellar Avoid Large
and Josephines of the Immediate past
Pilea as It Is Liable to Cause
and our Mabels and , Madelines and
Heating and Decay.
Marguerites of the present; so we get
,
ft
go
new
gestures
with the
all the
that
(Prepared by the United States Depart
gowns.
ment of Agriculture.)
It makes an exhibition of
clothes quite worth while seeing. It is
Beets should be pulled and the tops
these mannequins who have Introduced
cut off when the soil Is dry. If they
the Japanese toddle, and It is a necesare to be held In the storage room In
sity If one would walk In some of the
the basement or In an outdoor storage
long, draped skirts that pull at the
cellar, they should be placed in ventiankles.
lated barrels, loose boxes, or, better
vJBaj
still, In crates. If sufficient space is
Callot makes evening gowns that
available In the cellar. It Is a good plan
have a tight jet strap, across the back
Corn-S- led
Gathering
Crew.
simply to place them In small piles
of the ankle to hobble the material. No
Type Cutter Is In Use and Corn along the wall. Storage In large plies
matter what the nature of the gown
Wagon.
Directly
to
la
Carried
to
above the ankles, It is narrow there
should be avoided, as It is liable to
the Irreducible minimum. Tunics and tached to the corn harvester and de- cause heating and decay.
panels may float above It, minaret posits the bundles of corn as they are - For storage In banks or pits prepare
oversklrts may swing outward with cut on the wagons which may be driv- the beets as for storage in the room in
hems, but the hem of en opposite the machine. If It is de- the basement or In the outdoor cellar.
their
the skirt has taken to Itself the dimen- sired to start the binder several hours Select a
location, make a
sions of a man's trousers.
ahend of the ensilage cutter, this at- shallow excavation, about six Inches
Cuff.
Adds Turned-Utachment Is not used, as then the corn deep, Une it with straw, hay, leaves,
cuff, may be dumped on the ground and or similar material, and place the beets
It has also added the turned-uin a conical pile on the lining. Make
and some of the really smart frocks from there loaded by hand.
In view of the current high prices the bottom of the pile about the same
that are turned out have this cuff
when they are not draped. It breaks of grain, tie specialists of the United size as, but not larger than, the bottom
the Une of the tube effect and is quite States department of agriculture sug- of the excavation. Cover the beets with
good. It is made of peltry or of a gest that. In many instances, the ears same material as that used for lining
cloth
different from that which may be profitably snapped or husked the bottom of the pit, and carry it up
makes the skirt, and it Is often faced and only the fodder converted Into several Inches above the apex of the
a
with
bit of brilliant blue that Callot silage. By the practice of this sys- pile of vegetables, having It extend
tem the silo will still provide a wealth through the dirt covering. This serves
combines with black.
as. a ventilating flue, and It should be
Whatever else these skirts may do, of cheap, succulent roughage, v
they have made the skirt with
Sealing Is Neglected.
covered with a piece of tin or a short
the flare an Impossible garment.
Sealing of the silo after the struc- board as a protection from rain. The
to
wear
it.
If ture Is filled Is too often neglected. dirt covering should be two or three
Few women dare
it is a plaited or a full skirt There are a number of practical meth- Inches thick when the vegetables are
that hangs in straight Unes, Its ods of topping off the silo so as to stored, and it should be Increased as
hem Is pulled Into au extremely nar- minimize waste and spoilage. A com- severely cold weather approaches until
row strip of cloth or peltry; if It is mon practice Is to level the silage and It Is a foot or more In thickness.
In
the skirt that tried to tide many wom- then to tramp over the top thoroughly finishing the pit the dirt should be
one
gored
season,
over
en
the
Inst
for 20 or 30 minutes every day for a firmed with the back of the shovel In
with flaring seams at the side and a week. In order to eliminate air pock- order to make It as nearly waterproof
bias front width, then alteration is ets near the top of the silo and to as possible.
helpless. Rip it open If your mind Is thoroughly compact the mass of feed.
The shallow trench around the base
economically Inclined, and make a Then oats may be sown after the top of the pit should have an outlet for
cut
Is
one
which
It,
cuirass blouse of
of the ensilage has been thoroughly carrying off the water. Supplement
in panels below the waist and held In soaked with water.
the dirt covering with manure, straw,
by a loose belt-A- ll
corn fodder or other protecting mateMake Use of Boys.
the discarded materials of the
specialists
of the department rial. Use several small pits instead of
The
household seem to go to these blouses, recommend the use of boys In the silo one large one, as vegetables keep beteyes
upon
for we do not look wltb keen
for tramping and packing the ensilage ter In small pits and the entire con-- ,
a house with a temperature of 60 de- during the filling process as conserva- tents may be removed when the pit is
grees and a transparent blouse; It tive of man labor as well as silo space. opened.
makes the gooseflesh rise even now.
Under this arrangement one man to
(Copyright, 1918, bv McChire Newspaper handle the distributor pipe with three
Dont Work In Limelight.
Syndicate.)
or four boys In an average 14 to
Secretary Houston says: "Farmers
diameter silo will not only pack are not spectacular performers. They
Frock of Ross Crape.
away the feed so that It will all be d'i not furnish sensations and headstraight saved, but they also will render avail- lines. They work in season and out
A frock of rose crepe ha
skirt trimmed with three rows of able the maximum tonnage capacity of season, from early dawn until dusk,
fringe of coral beads and yarn.
of the alio.
but they do not work In the limelight."
Cut-M-

Arabian-Inspire-

d

'

W

d

p

.

Afternoon frock of terra cotta velours
embroidered In blue and gold. The
tight skirt Is of dark blue satin.
The tunic la cut Into petal panels.
These are In different widths.
women parading around in old clothes
than we expected.
Here and there
we Bee a tendency to wild exaggeration, but there Is no blatant Immodesty. Indecency Is left out of the scheme
of apparel.
You all know by this time the facts
which govern the season's clothes ; the
skirt which Is tight at the ankles and
gracefully loose over the hips; the
oriental elimination of the waistline;
the slimly cut shoulder and back ; the
long sleeve, or the absence of sleeve;
the Arabic tunic; the cravat girdle
which ties in front; and the elimination of the bustle effect.
It Is quite important that the sil
houette has really changed since Sep
tember. Don't throw np your hands
and gasp at this and say that fashion
never leaves one alone for a minute. It
is really a change that was foreshad
owed by those who watched clothes
from the beginning of last March. No
one should protest at this agreeable
change from the silhouette of the
planked shad for it carries grace
with it
This loosening np of the hips is a
return to the skirt of a nearby season
and a far off epoch. It Is not adhered
to in a strict manner. Remember that.
If yon want that plumb line from

She Hal Found the Same Medicine
Good. The Story In Her
Own Word.
The experience of Mrs. David Horn
of Route No. 1, Irwlnron. Wilkinson
Peruna
Co., Oa is not exceptional.
has been an accepted standard houseremedy,
to
for forty-fiv- e
hold, ready
take
'
years.
Mrs. Horn writes-unde- r
date of July
30, 1918. "I have been using your
years.
I think it
medicine for eighteen
one of the best tonics I ever used. I
owe my life to the use of it I recommend it to all sick people. Peruna
cured me of stomach trouble."
For coughs, colds, effects of the grip
and Influenza, catarrh and catarrhal
conditions of every description, Peruna
Thousands
have
is recommended
been helped or are able to attribute a
recovery
soma
complete
from
full and
terrible affliction to Peruna. Try Pe-

runa first
In tablet or liquid form. Sold

every-

where.

Empty Space.

"There's a lot 'n Cholly when you
come to know him."
"Must be a vacant

lot"

Bhy

Is Teefttaa
When
SROVB'S BABr BOWHL MHD1U1NU w!)l OOTTWel
the Stomach and Bowel troubles. i'erieoUj harmless. Sea dlreetlone on the battle.

Optimistic Thought.
s,
im all be heroes in our
la our homes, in our Uves. New
York Evening Telegraph.
-

We

-- rXA Ite true Head"
Is an acuta attack ef Nasal Catarrh. Par- w uwiu.n wiu.
sons wne aro uoje
In the hsad" will tint that the use of
MEDICINE will
CATARRH
HALL'S.
Bvetem,
cleanse tha Blood
up
tha
tmlld
and render then less Habla to colds.
Repeate attacks ef Acuta Catarrh may
lead to Chronic Catarrh.
tak- CATARRH MEDICINE IsBlood
HALL'S i,.,
anta rhrrmzh the
on the MUcous Surfaces of the . System.
lee. muii-All IJrug-gWI8100.00 for any ease of
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will not

f'L..

""Tí.

Co.. Toledo, Ohio.

Cheney

All the world's a stage and all the
women Insist on having speaking

parts.
are conserving old

Callfornlsns
pers as fuel.

pa-

Suffered Terribly!

'

SP1

Don't Worry About Pimples.
On rising and retiring gently smear
the face with Cutlcura Ointment Wash
off the Ointment In five minutes with
Cutlcura Soap and hot water. For
free. samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept
X Boston." At druggists and by mall.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.

CASTORIA,

Money, Time and Labor Can Be
Saved by Taking Advantage of
If Operator Is Experienced and
Modern Methods.
Little Trouble Is Likely to

mm

Need of Speed.
"Will you dream of me, darling?"
signed the lovelorn awaln as he looked
luto her soulful eyes.
'Net tonight, George, unless you
itart for home pretty soon," she replied, stifling a yawn.

be cultivated?"
"No ; I think it should be harvested."

of Illinois Farmers
Disabled Single Day.

,

WataoBB.CoIman,WuV

Harrowing.
"Don't you think her voice ought to

Outfits

three-quarte-

FEED CO.
Kaaeaa CltT. Ma

THE GREAT TONIC
and blood purifier. Quickly relieves
kidney troubles, stomach andliver
The great home remedy. Every
bottle guaranteed or money refunded,
io
Medicine Co., 824 Butts Bids;.,
Adv.
Wichitav AUdruggista.

TO THEIR LIMIT

x

KICK ARTIFICIA I, COMPANY
MMMMCTVRm

shoulder to knees, have It ; but you wilt
find that unless you adopt the straight,
chemise tunic of the French frocks, you
win prefer more width at your hips
titan at your knees. It Is one of the
Subtle changes In clothes that has
caused women to stop, think and reno-

For Eighteen Years

OF RELIABLE POWER

Loose Over Hips

New York. The substitution of one
Idea for another as a form of regenerating, rejuvenating and
the human brain, is as old as psychology. It was practiced, avers a leading
fashion critic, probably, long before the
word was Invented.
It is one of the
world's fundamental creeds, morul,
physical and mental ; and when some
of the religionists got hold of It as a
new doctrine, they were only exploiting what began before the Pyramids.
In the early part of the war, those
who were not clayer In the art, deplored the extraordinary skill of the
Germans In being able to control the
masses by deliberately substituting a
new idea, covered up by a phrase and
hammered in by reiteration. They are'
doing It today, and so for it has never
foiled them with their own people.
They use the word "defensive" Instead
of "to conquer."
America is going through, many
phases today, probably the most powerful In her career, which have come
about through the substitution in her
composite brain of one national Idea
for another. And the work filters down
through crevices until It seeps through
the strata of underlying, and seemingof our naly Insignificant,
tional Ufe.
It Is this seepage down to dress
which is the point of this preface. One
hies has been substituted for another.
With all the critics against Its success,
the psychologists watch with Interest
the public playing Into the hands of
those who stnrted the Idea.
Today American labels are put Into
French gowns.
This Is not a wild
statement.
It Is done at some of the
best houses. , Mannequins will come in
wearing frocks which the public Is told
are the designs of the house Itself, and
these models are sold to shops and
lesser dressmakers and pnss through-ni- t
the country as the creations of an
They were really
American designer.
mode in Franed, brought to this country by Importers, copied verbatim, and
turned out as American creations.
That is not honest; but that is not
esartly the point of this particular
story. The extreme interest centers In
the fact that the substitution of one
idea for another in the national brain
has compelled or persuaded the trade
to offer to the public whatever It can
that bears an American stamp.
Stylea of the Hour.
d
We really are a very
continent today, and we have fewer

TRACTOR IS SOURCE

FILL ALL SILOS

"Every Step a

Torture' Say

But
Mrs. Whitenack
Doan's Cured Ker
Mn. Florence Whitenack, 84 Armstrong Ave., Jersey City, N. J., Bays:
"I suffered witli rheumatism for tux or
seven years. My limbs and joints were
so stiff and swollen, I could walk only
with difficulty and the pains in my
hips were so severe, I
could har'dly bear them.
Every step I took was
My feet and
torture.
limbs were swollen and to
ore, I could hardly hear
my weight on them. During the night I would lie
awake for hours and be
T laAllIrl
JIAIVIa
Bin laVakl.ei
have to get up. IKszmeea bfcUta
came over me suadesly and my sight
blurred. I was never free from the
miserable backaches amd rheumatic
used different remedies, but
rinB. I get
any better. Then Z commenced to use Dmui'j Kidney Pill$.
swellings
The
befan to leave right
away and I continued to use them.
The pains and aehes left my back and
hips and I am cured oil the rheumatism
and all signs of kidney trouble."
Bwom to before
ROBERT KING SEIDEL.
Kntary Puttie,

Get Doaa's al Aay Stare, We a Best
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Wa bay f. o. b. yoar track or will haadle on
eommlñeloD. Writ, aa waat yoa have to offer.
765-6- 7
live Stack Exchange, Kansas City, Mo.

Where Are You Selling Your

CREAM?

Hare tou consl(tored ae poaelblUtles of tba
MKRIDEN niarkett Oar arle, for butter fat
la generally kiaber tfaaa your local market
affords. Send your next oan to na.
THE MERIDEN CREAMERY CO.
Kaaeae Cttr. Ma.
Hatea Cutral Sm.
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THE NEWS OF 8EVEN
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No Mystery
in Meat
Some things are so simple

,

that they have to be explained
again and again. When things
are obvious, people keep looking

for mysteries behind them.
So it is with the packing business. The mere size of Swift
& Company confuses many.
Because their imaginations are
not geared up to scale, they believe there must be magic in it
somewhere some weird power.

.

Swift & Company 9 just like any
other manufacturing business run by
human beings like yourself; it takes in
raw material on the one hand and turns
out a finished product on the other.
Swift & Company keeps down the
"spread," or the expense absorbed between raw and finished material, to as
low a figure as possible. (If it didn't
it would be put out of business by
others who do.)
How much Swift & Company pays
for the raw material, and how much
it gets for the finished product, depends

upon conditions which Swift

&

Company does not control.
It depends entirely upon how much
people want the finished product, and
how much raw material there is available to make it from.
The profits of Swift & Company
amount to less than one cent per pound
less than
on all meats and
of a cent on beef.
one-fourt-

h

Keep Your Pledge
Make Good for Our
Fighting Men
BUT WAR - SAVINGS
STAMPS
i

Swift & Company, U.S. A.

r

Where in Western Canada you can buy at from
$15 to $30 per acre good farm laad that will raise
2 to 45 bushels to (be acre of $2 wheat its
easy to figure the profits. Many Western Canadian
farmers (score of them from the U. S.) have paid for their land from a
single crop. Such an opportunity for 100 profit on labor and Investment

yst

is worth Investigation.
Canada extendi to you a hearty tnvitatioa to settle on her

Free Homestead Lands of 160 Acres Each

or secure some of the low priced lands in Manitoba, Saskatchewan or
Alberts. Think what yea can smahe with wheat at $2 a baahel and land so
easy to get Wonderful yields also of Oats, Barley Bad
Flax.- - BUxea larmiag and cattle raising.
The climate is healthful and agreeable; railway facilities excellent; good schools and churches convenient
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced railway
ratea to Supt Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to

C. A. COOK
i
2012 Malo St., Kansas City, Ms.
Canadian Government Agent
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The general opinion among officials
and diplomats in Washington is that
the German proposal for aa armistice
and peace, while having its origin in
a plan to gain time for strengthening
the army and restoring its shattered
morale, has now gotten beyond the
control of the military party and that
the German people are the force which
is driving the German government to
make efforts for ending the war.
4
President Wilson cleared up his
task as intermediary for armistice and
peace pleas of the Central Powers just
ss press dispatches were bringing the
news of Turkey's surrender and of
events foreshadowing
an early colarms.
lapse of Austro-Hungarta-n

CONSTIPATION

Domestic

Colorless or Pale Faces

Baby Colds

PBSO?S

S."
&m??'
Carter

Pills

front

The armistice accepted by Turkey
amounts to "complete and uncondi
tional surrender." This statement
was made by Lord Robert Cecil, as
sistant secretary of state for foreign
Press.
affairs, to the Associated
Ureat Britain signed the armistice on
behalf of all the Allies.
The German kalserln is seriously 111
and is in a very weak condition, ac
cording to reports received at Berne,
Switzerland.
Haunted by the memory
of the Russian revolution, she is said

Tbs ferment in Budapest is becom
ing chronic, it is Indicated in reports
from Zurich and Copenhagen. Street
fighting, In which machine guns are
employed, is common, and many have
been killed and Injured.

There baa beei in outbreak and a
panic among the aopulatlon In the
Rhine provinces, arising from reports
that the authorities were prepared, if
necessary, to allow the saemy troops
o occupy Coblens and Cologne, ac
cording to the Berlin TagUeche Rundschau. ,
volcano, on the Is
Ths Omete
land of Ometepe, is throwing out
smoks and lava. Ths activity of the
volcano has resulted la destruction of
ths new dock recently bnllt at Sas
Juan del Bur Nicaragua.

TO USE VICK'S VAPORUB
TREATING

Iff

SPANISH INFLUENZA

The Influenza Germs Attack the Lining of the Air Passages. When VapoRub I Applied Over Throat and
Chest, the Medicated Vapors Loosen the Phlegm,
Open the Air Passages and Stimulate the Mucous
Membrane to Throw Off the Germs.
In Addition, VapoRub is Absorbed Through and Stimulates the Skin, Attracting
the Blood to the Surface and
Thus Aids in Reducing the
Congestion Within.
CALL A PHYSICIAN
GO
TO BED STAY QUIET
DONT WORRY
There la No Oectihm for Pale-Tn- fi
Very Lw Perce utmm Itself Hat
as;
mt Fata 11 tie. Not Over One
Death Out, ( Every Foot Haa red
Caaca According; to the ST. C. Board
of Health. The Chief Dancer Ltea
Im Conspllcatttoms
Arlaína;, Attacktaa;

Prlaelaally Patients la a

Rna-De-

Cendltlea Tkeae Who Dost Go to
Bed Sera Baoach, or Thoao Who Got
Up Tee Early,
Spanish Influerura, which appeared In
Spain In May, haa all the appearance
of rrip or la grippe, which baa swept
over the world In numerous epidemics
as far back as history runs. Hippocrates refers to an epidemic In 412 B. C.
which Is regarded by many to have
been influenza. Every century haa had
Its attacks. Beginning with 1831, this
country has had flvo epidémica the
last In
THE SYMPTOMS.
Grippe, or influenza, as It la now
called, usually begins with a chill, followed by aohing, feverishnesa
and
ometlmes nausea and dizziness, and
a general feeling of weakness and depression. The temperature Is from 100
to 104, and the fever usually lasts
from three to Ave days. The germs
attack the mucous membrane, or lining;
of the air passages
nose, throat and
bronchial tubes; there la usually a
hard cough, especially bad at night,
and frequently all the appearances of
a severe head cold.
THE TREATMENT.
Go to bed at the first symptoms, not
onfy for your own sake, but to avoid
ipreadlng the disease to others take
a purgative, eat plenty of nourishing
food, remain perfectly quiet and don't
worry. Quinine, aspirin or Dover's
Powder, etc., may be administered by
the physician's directions to relieve
the aching.
But there Is no cure or
Many-Slde-

"I didn't know

specific

for Influenza the disease must
run Its course. Nature herself will
throw off the attack If only you keep
up your strength.
The chief danger
lies in the complications which may
arise. Influenza so weakens the bodily
resistance that there Is danger mt pneumonia or bronchitis developing and
sometimes Inflammation of the middle
ear, or heart affections. For these
reasons, it is very important that the
patient remain In bed until hie
strength returns stay In bed at least
two days or more after the fever has
left you, or if yea are over
or not
strong, stay in bed four tfaya er more,
according to the severity of the attack.
EXTERNAL APPLICATIONS.
In order to stimulate the lining of
the air passages to threw off the
grippe germs, to aid In loosening the
phlegm and k cecinar the air
tres
open, thus making the breathing; eas
ier, vicKs vapouus will be found effective. Hot wet towels ahould be applied over the throat chest and back
between the shoulder blades to open
the pores. Then Vlck's should be
rubbed in over the parts until the skin
is red. spread on thickly and cover
with two thicknesses of net flannel
cloths. Leave the clothlag
loose
around the neck, as the heat ef the
body liberates the Ingredients la the
vapors.
or
iorm
These vapors, inhaled with each breath, carry the med
ication directly to the parts affected.
At the same time, VapoRwb- ta absorbed through and stimulates the
kin attracting the blood to the surface and thus aids in relieving the con
gestloa within.
HOW TO AVOID THE DISEASE.
Evidence seems to prove that this
Is a germ disease, spread principally
by human contact chiefly through
coughing, sneezing or spitting. So
avoid persons having colds
which
means avoiding
common
crowds
drinking cups, roller towels, etc. Keep
up your poauy strength by plenty ox
exercise In the open air and good food. .
Above all keep free from colds, aa
colds Irritate the lining of the air passages and render them much better
breeding places for the germs.
Use Vlck's VapoRub at the very first
sign of a cold. For a head cold, melt
a little In a spoon and Inhale the vapors, or better still, use VapoRub In a
benzoin steam kettle. If this is not
e.
available, use an ordinary
Fill half-fu- ll
of boiling water, put in
half a teaspoon of VapoRub from time
to time keep the kettle Just slowly
boiling lnhal the steam arising.
Vlck's VapoRub can be had in three
sisea Sec. COc, $1.20 at all druggists.

California reports smali new gold
the Hun was so find near Oro vi lie.

Philadelphia will employ
"lie Isn't. He's a blockhead and a
women as school teachers.
.
brute.
agree
yon,
"I
with
but the dispatches
say that he is' being attacked on four
j
fronts."
Grove's Tasteless chill Tonic
restores vitality and energy by pariring mud en- -,
riching the blood. Ton cu soon feellte Suenglh-enlDInritforulBg Hffeob Prioe Jo,

Always aim a little higher than the
rnnrk if the mark is a dimple In her
cliiu.

married

GUARANTEED
TO INSTANTLY RELIEVE

ASTHMA
0H

MONEY

REFUNDED

ASK ANY DRUGGIST

W. N. U., WICHITA. NO.

SAFE, GENTLE REMEDY
CLEANSES YOUR KIDNEYS
I

For centuries GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
Oil has been a standard household remedy
for kidney, liver, bladder and stomacii
trouble, and all diseases connected with
the urinary organs. The kidneys and bladder are the most important organs of the
body. They are the filters, the purifiers of
your blood. If the poisons which enter
your Byatem through the blood and stomach are not entirely thrown out by the
kidneys and bladder, you are doomed.
Weariness, sleeplessness,
nervousness,
despondency, backache, stomach trouble,
headache, pain in loins and lower abdomen, gall stones, gravel, difficulty when
urinating, cloudy and bloody urine, rheumatism, sciatica and lumbago, all warn you
to look after your kidneys and bladder.
All these indicate some weakness of the
kidneys or other organs or that the enemy
microbes which are always present in your
svttem have attacked vonr weak spots.
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules are
what yon need.
They are not a "patent medicine," nor
g new discovery." .For 200 years they

have been a standard household remedy.
They are the pure, original imported Haarlem Oil your
used, and
are perfectly harmless. The healing, soothing oil soaks into the cells and lining of
the kidneys and through the bladder, driving out the poisonous germs.
New life,
fresh strength and health will come as yon
continue the treatment. When completely restored to your usual vigor, continue
taking a capsule or two each day; they will
keep you in condition and prevent a roturo of the disease.
Do not delay a minute.
Delays are especially dangerous in kidney and bladder
trouble. All druggists sell GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules.
They will refund
the money if not as represented. GOLD
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules are ira-direct from the laboratories in Hoi
Eorted They
are prepared in correct quantity and convenient form, are easy to take
and are positively guaranteed to give
prompt relief. In three sizes, sealed pack
ages. Affk for the original
imported
GOLD MEDAL.
Accept no substitutes.
Adv.
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Acid-Sfome- oli

illions Weaken

to Insist that the kaiser abdicate.

Ths military advisers of the Allied
nations are now formulating the terms
Hnngary baa definitely revolted and
at tbs proposed armistice and some
of the conditions already have, been formed an independent
submitted to President Wilson for ap- state, under the leadership of Count
with the
proval. Surrender of military power Karolyl, in
according to
and guarantees for the faithful per- Cxechs and Jugo-Slavformance of contract sum , up the a Vienna dispatch to the Copenhagen
Politiken.
terms.

Cancellation of contracts for
worth of troop ships which
were to have beta built at a new government shipyard at Alameda, Cal.,
S IrOIl
condition which wUl be greatly helped by
and the stopping of construction work
oa that plant, have been announce'
by Chairma Hurley of the shipping
Nobody Wants Them.
see they are now renting shoes In board.
"I
lis a remedy ttat eoa
require tremtmeat
Germany."
"Ah, Indeed. I auppose
Fire, followed by a few explosions
taint no epiatea. Piao'a te anild but effecthe kaiser would rent his cheap."
tive; Bteaatnt to take. Aak ror drnsfiat for
of minor character, destroyed the chlo.0O0.00C
ride distilling building at the
The tortoise shell, when heated, be- government chemical plant at Kings
very
comes
pliable and can be twisted port, Tenn, recently, but so far aa was
In any shape required.
reported there was no loss of Ufa.

HOW

New York by General T. Coleman
who has just returned from a
two months' visit to the western

War News.
More than 100 men and women were
Rout of the Austrian armies on the killed and probably double that numinjured In a collision recently beber
Italian front continues, said an offic
Transit
ial dispatch from Rome. The number tween two Brooklyn Rapid
of prisoners la increasing rupidW and trains in the tunnel near the Prospect
continuously, while more than 700 Park station on the Brighton Beach
liue.
captured guns have been counted
The' booty captured already is of
By mining 6,638 tons of coal in the
enormous Quantity.
251 possible working days from JanuThe First American army has again ary 1 to October 23, Inclusive, or more
tons a day, H. L.
smashed forward for material gains than twenty-fiv- e
along the Entente trout. In con- Witt of Hatfield, W Va, has established
a
record which the Fuel Adjunction with the French army on its
left the Americans resumed In force ministration believes will stand for
the operations began on September 2S. the West Virginia coal fields, if not
for the entire country.
Turkey has surrendered uncondl
The sugar allowance of two pounds
tionally. An armistice has been con
cluded by the Ottoman government monthly a person for householders has
with British representatives at Salon-ik- l, been . increased to three pounds
according to authoritative infor- monthly by Food Administrator Hoomation received In London, but the ver, effective at once. The sugar regulations also are revised to permit the
terms were not made public.
purchase of the entire month's supply
'
An Austrian deputation has been for a family at one time.
permitted to cross the fighting line
Directors
of the United States
for preliminary pour parlers with the
looking to an Steel Corporation at their meeting in
Italian commander,
New
York
set aside $101,987,347 from
armistice, according to an official an
the earnings of the third quarter of
nouncement from Vienna.
the year for federal Income and excess
Judging the Italian situation from profit taxation. Total earnings after
In
the rapid advance the Allies are mak- the deduction were $42,961,000.
ing it would appear that the enemy the preceding quarter earnings were
02
$90,716,-000
deducting
million
after
front had been ' broken east of the
for taxes.
Plave and that with the cavalry oper
ating far in advance of the foot troops
The Rev. John O. Wester, pastor of
the enemy forces will be unable to
Park Gospel Taberreform their battle line until the Aus the Humboldt
nacle,
is in the county jail at Chicago
trian border Is reached.
In default
of bonds of $5,000, on
charges of urging evasion of the draft
Twenty-on- e
German aviators were
pon his congregation.
downed Monday by American chasing
aviators.
It was a banner day in
Southwest.
the
American aviation, considering
Mexican federal troops were denumber of victories achieved over the
Germans. Two American airmen are feated by a superior force of Villa
missing as a consequence of the fightfollowers forty miles south of the
ing In the air.
border recently according to a report
brought to OJlnaga by a runner Bent
Aside ftom artillery and machine out by the federal commander.
The
gun activity there has been little fight federal force numbered 600 and the
ing on that part of the front held by Villa band 800.
the Americans from the Ileuse river
to the vicinity of Grand Pre. The Ger
Major Frederick 0. Waage of the
mans have been heavily bombing the base hospital medical staff at Fort
American positions with shells of all Bliss, Tex., dropped dead recently.
projectiles,
gas
including
caliber,
Since the influenza epidemic Major
with the Americans answering them Waage has been on duty constantly.
shot for shot.
His home was in Red HIM, Pa. Major
Waage was an officer of the Pennsyl' In the Italian theater, over a front
vania national guard.
of nearly forty miles, from the Brenta
to the middle reaches of the Plavs
The foreign officers who have asriver, the British, French and Italian sisted' In training the 10th Division
success
developing
an
with
armies are
left Camp Funstou recently. They are
offensive against the Austro-Hungabound for their homes in England and
lans and are swiftly driving them France, where they will have a short
from the mountain passes toward the rest period.
Austrian frontier,
An engineer training camp with
accommodations for 16,000 men is to
Washington.
be
built at Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
Prosecution Of the three army of
that
ficers held by Charles E. Hughes in The War Department announced reprework will begin at once and will
his report on the aircraft investiga
cost of $1,000,000.
tion to be guilty of dealing with cor- sent an estimated
porations in which they were finan
son
of James A. Gay-Io- r,
The
cially interested, is to be started withliving near Wandel, Okla., was
out delay, it was said at the depart-ment-o- f
accidentally shot and killed by his
justice.
brother as the two were
playing with a shotgun recently.
The Fourth Liberty Loan was oversubscribed by more than $860,000,000.
Foreign.
Hnal reports announced by the treas
Belgian men between the ages of
ury show subscriptions of $6,866,416,.
deported to Ger60
recently
15
and
300.
reserve districts
All federal
oversubscribed,
the Boston district many from the coastal sector between
Antwerp and the Dutch i border have
reaching 126 per cent of its quota.
been returned to their homes. All the
cattle and horses have been carried
The truth about the failures and
away,
of the War Department in pro
ducing American airplanes is unsparCount Tisza, the former Hungarian
ingly revealed
in former Supreme
report, just premier, has been killed by a soldier,
Court Justice Hughes'
according to a Budapest telegram to
made public. It is a story of ineffiThe count fell victim
ciency and confusion of purposes in Copenhagen.
to a revolver shot while he was out
high places and of violation of crimwalking.
inal statutes bya few officers.
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As Age Advances the Liver Requires
occasional slight stimulation.
Smairm.
?S.
CARTER'S

Demobilization
of ' the American
forces In France will require a period
of two yeara after peace is declared.
according to a statement made at

liserabie
bn

years deottats have
telllac
m that It's acid month that rulua the
tFfth, ret thla acid that 1 powerful
to est through tba harder tfeaa
eDouf
bBp enamel of the teeth a ad decay
then, la taatcleaa lta pree)Dce can he
detected only by chetaleal teat.
No chemical
teat ta Deeded to tell ye
that roe bar arid stomach.
Indirection, belcbtng, heartburn, aovr
atom acta, food repeating,
that mlaerabia
pnfC-op feeling after ear log, Inteatlul
pa loa. baadachea.
etc. Tbeae ara ail
N ture 'a
warning to you. Tbey are
aure atgna of auperacldlty.
Acid stoati sea prer etna proper tftgea
tioa and aaaltntlatloa, thua ceasing tli
blood to beeome this and Impoverished
aa a remit of which people become
aktaaesi,
emaciated, sick mmd bee
looking.
causes stomach and Intent t net ferment at toe, producing polenta
and textns) whir ta, ahsjorbed Into the bloud
sad carried throogbuat the system, rsuee
an
toxical too. Insemfiia. nerrounie-depreasloo.
Melantrrtt ability, strata
cholia, dlaalaeaa. vertigo and ortentlme,
almiar heart trouble and heart fallar.
Acldatomach causee
Irritation all
along the iBteatlnal
tract Irrita tioa a
ever and acxratatlng aa to freqaeattty
reanlt In catarrh and evea caacer of the
stomach.
What chance, the, has enroñe fnr
robust health, bawloeaa or ouccaae If
Tmt

this acid stomach la allowed h tear down
and as op day after day your strength
and vitality faster thao ynu cas get It
oat of food yon eat. Ufe la indeed dark
and dreary for a person with
Tos crave health, atreagth, the power
and win ta thtak and met don't yoat
You want to feel full of pep and energy,
fine and It, always eager for werk hr
pleasure.
Then roa mast rid yoar stomach of
lta ezceea ackL Yon can start doing tt

A wonderful
rljrht now.
modern m
cine haa mad It poealbte to Utarally wtna
otit the exoaaa acid. Ttala remedy la called
BATO NIC. It la made In pleasant tuning tableta ana you take tbesa Juet like
a bit of candy.
And. my. how good ICATONIO aaakas
a
yon feel! It hantebc
like magic! Makea the toaaach coal,
sweet and strong. Helpa you to get futi
your
strength eat ef
food ee that, la
turn, roar body and breia are vigoróos,
alert and keen.
ATONIC is sbnohitelT guaranteed. So
get a big OOc bog from your druggist. If
it doea not help yon your money will b
refunded.
If your drag fist riosw bo keep
RA TO SIC, send roar nan and sAlreae ta
the Ratoalc Remedy Company. IO18 g.
Wabash Ave., Chicago. 111., and tbey win
t once mall you a 60c boi and yon ess
seod them tb saooey for It after yo receive 1L

'
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Special Correspondence.
Several of our people have influ
K. M. switt is recovering
enza.
rapidly, and Mrs. N. S. Brown and
daughters, Boot nnd Mrs. Ayer, are
doing very well at last hearing from
them. W. F. Peel took it bad Sunday, but was much better on Tuesday.
While on his way to the train
Thursday night, Jasse Heal had the
misfortune to overturn the" car in
which he was driving. His wife and
Mrs. Claud Boyd were with him and
both ladies sustained severe bruises.
Mrs. Boyd was badly shaken up and
Mrs. Heal's left limb was almost bro
ken, but we are glad to report their
rapid recovery.
J. H. Power, Mrs. H. O. Claunch
and son Horace have gone to Plains,
Texas, for an extended visit with
Mrs. Claunch has been
relatives.
very low with influenza, and was in
the Albuquerque hospital for some
time. She has only been at home a
short time but has improved very
fast. Mr. Power is just beginning to
regain
the use of his hands from
burns received while trying to save
his wife, who was burned to death
some weeks ago.
Mrs O. H. Ward came home Tues
day morning from Denver, Colorado,
where she has been the past month.
The presence of a little granddaughter has kept her there and prevented
the homesick feeling that usually atWe are glad to
tends a long visit.
have her with us again.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Patterson are
now living in Albuquerque. Mr. Pat
terson was some weaKer
alter tne
trip but is doing nicely. Mr. and Mrs.
of Dunmoor are living on
Brown
their place here.
Miss Jennie Foley stopped for a
short visit with her sisters, Mesdames
and Clayton, on her way
Watkins
home to California. She had been to
Topeka, Kansas, where she attended
the funeral oí ner Drotner, norman
Foley. Her mother and Mrs. J. W.
Hubbard will join her here and go on
to California for the winter.

Special Correspondence.
Mrs. W. W. Wagner was called to
Iowa Sunday where her father lies
very low with a stroke of paralysis.
Our one "flu" patient, Mr. Starkey,
is convalescent.
' Ross
Archer has returned from
Farmington more in love with the Estancia valley than ever.
Lillian Dodds and Ollie Gates are

suffering from tonsilitis.

Miss Mabel Laws accompanied Miss
Minnie Laws back to Santa Fe Sunday. Miss Mabel goes to consult a

specialist and if necessary to enter a
hospital for an operation.
Miss Cecil Brown is staying with
Mrs: Eamby for a week or so.
Wm. Timmons . has been transferred to Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
He arrived a few hours too late to see
his brother Ellison who had been
transferred that morning.
We come nearer to understanding
the angels' song, "Peace on earth,
good will toward men," than ever before. Happiness has entered every
home and smiles have come on every
face at the message, "War is over."

PROGRESSO

Special Correspondence,
v
Fine weather and no sickness.
Fred Frevert loaded an emigrant

car Saturday and started for Yates
Center, Kansas, Sunday.
B. E. Piggott
and family, Mrs.
White and family spent three days
camping in the mountains last week.
Payne returned home
Howard
He and his
from Colorado last week.
family left Friday for Santa Fe. Mr.
while in the neighborhood
Payne
bought several car loads of cattle.
Mrs. Geo. Myers left Tuesday for
Electra, Texas, to spend the winter
with her husband.
Mrs. W. W. Ward visited Mrs.
Jones Saturday afternoon.
Farmers are all very busy turning
the soil, getting ready to raise a big
bean crop next year.
Mr. DeVaney is drilling a well for

Mm Clvdn Hawkins died at Belen,
She was
N. M., October 23, 1918,
born in Washington county, Texas.
FrpH
Left HftW- ChA ntaa morpioH til
kins December 25, 1811. To this un
ion was born a little boy, loyd, wno
survived his mother only three days.
;nflnnra unA thnilfrh t.heV
had both nurse and doctor, the grim
reaper tooK tnem on . inese guuu
oeople came here from Cameron,
T ...... n nrA hsvA fYlonV WATm friends
'
here. To the lonely father and hus
band our warmest sympatny is exLittle Floyd would .have
tended.
nH hi moth.
i
ucea tvv iin aFaKvnorv
She was
in December.
er thirty-on- e
Baptist
the
of
member
devoted
a
n
cnurcn,
a guuu nei&uuui,
.
intimate-lvloved by all who knew her
We will miss her eenial presence
We should not
smile.
and sweet
grieve, but rejoice that they have
land where
better
gone on to that
there will be no sorrow or signing,
but instead joy, peace and gladness.

Glenn Mulkey this week.

PLEASANTVIEW

Special Correspondence.
A. S. East, wife and son Joe from
Estancia were in the community Saturday on business.
Mr. Conner is moving from the settlement in Chapman, having rented
the A. G. Parker home.
Jnm Burns returned to his work on
the N. M. C. Wednesday, after a few
days at home nursing a wounded foot,
heavy timbers having fallen upon him.
W. W. Manning and sons left this
week for Arizona, prospecting.
Geo. Ward and family from near
Punta visited over Thursday night of
this week with Mrs. Ward's parents.
Everyone wears his false face these
daysout here, and so far haven't become contaminated with the bad
germ.
Mrs. Thompson from Texas, and
her mother, Mrs. John Williams, and
family from near Estancia, visited
with Mrs. A. N. Lester Sunday.
Jim Burns was down Saturday and
Sunday from off the N. M. C, also
John Dressier.
Ray Lester is spending a day or so
with his grandmother near Estancia.
Mr. Winkler and Miss Lula B. Ken- -

.fcij,

We are sorry to miss from our
community
the merry laugh and
whistle of one of our boys, Norman
C. Foley, who died at the Y. M. C. A.
Hospital in Jacksonville, Tenn., on
October 23, 1918. Norman came to
Des Moines, N. M., in 1911 and has
He had
lived in Lucy since 1915.
good health in this altitude, but he
stay
out of service
was not content to
and enlisted in Government service
October 31, 1917, served six months
nnrl was dischars-efor uhvsical dis
He soon recuperated after
ability.
his return home and wanted to neip
in the service again. His motherand
sisters tried to dissuade him, as they
knew he was never well except in
this climate, but he nrotested and
said if he could not go to the trenches he would go to Nashville and work
in the ammunition factory. There
he contracted influenza and died in a
short time. He was born in Kansas
September 3, 1890, and his body was
taken there lor Duriai.

Tuesday at Estancia in the presence
inenu
ot some oí tneir ínumaie
WínL-ln- .

lVf.

lina livaH
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short while, moving from Yeso, but
has made many friends. Miss Kenton is an old settler and one who has
a host of friends. Congratulations
ana Dest wisnes are extenueu lc
They will be at home at Mrs.
Winkler's former home.
cuu-nl- e.

From

ENCINO
the Enterprise.

and mother left for
Roswell this morning for the funeral
C. L. Creighton

Mr. Sewalt, who
of his brother-in-ladied in Kansas Citv of influenza.
Mrs. I. R. Haward of Carnero, N.
word that her
M., just received
brother, J. P. McNutt, aged 36,died
El
hospital
Paso with pneuin local
at
monia, and the body was shipped to
Texas, for burial at the
Comstock,
home of her parents.
acMiss Celia Barnes of Vaughn
cepted a position at the Midway Hotel
week.
the first of the
There were nine cars of cattle and
six cars of sheep shipped to the Kansas City market Sunday. H. Woods,
J. D. Hart and Abe Conner went with

FAIRVIEW
Correspondence.

Special
Miss Georgia Merritt has contract
ed to teach the Hodgson school tne
ensuing term.
Mr. Merritt contemplates moving
back to Oklahoma soon.
Mr. Marsh intends to move back to
his former home in Kansas.
Block
and family of
Vernon
Springerville,
Arizona, viáited their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John biock, recently.
Uncle John Block is crippled up
with rheumatism this fall.
Jake Thomas, who left a short time
ago for training camp in California,
died of influenza. He came here a
year ago from Kansas, and farmed
Nick Holli-da- y,
with his brother-in-lathis year. His remains were
sent to Kansas for burial.
Messrs. Rayborn ' and Price have
rented the Van Lane farm for anotn-eyear.
Misses Una and Ruby Lane of
Scholle are visiting their aunt, Mrs.
V. W. Lane.

them.

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Davenport
were called to Española Sunday night
by a message that their son s wife
was very ill, and who passed away

iust a few minutes before they ar
rived.
The son, who was also sick, is
improving and we hope will soon be
R. C. Dillon took them over in
well.
his Packard car. They returned home
Thursday, bringing the baby and
mother of Mrs. John Davenport with
them.
S1D and Reit.
One of the most common causea of
insomnia and restlessness is indigestion.
Take one of Chamberlain's
Tablets immediately after supper and
see if you do not rest better and sleep Special Correspondence.
better. They only cost a quarter.
Claborn Taylor has gone to Post
City, Texas, to work in the cotton
,
mill this winter.
Messrs. Walker Sharp and J. C.
II Little departed Monday for Arizona
to seek employment.
i iimdcd
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Martin went to
LUIliCLll
CO I ANUIA
Estancia Saturday.
Walter Zuber and Oran Market are
COMPANY
confined to their beds with influenza,
W. H. Harris and family have gone
to Arizona to spend one year, he hav.
UNDERTAKERS AND
ing missed a crop this year on ac- count of the drouth.
ENBALMERS
John Dressier and family have
moved to Willard, where he is en- Calls answered day or night
gaged in railroad work.
We have secured the services of
Miss Ruby McKinley has suspended school on account of the epidemic
Mr L. li.
of influenza.
A. J. James was over from Albu- Licensed Embalmer
querque last week to visit home folks.
.

CHAPMAN

I

rPTiimu

Hanlon

Í
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WHY SOME BOYS

Al ORIART Y

From the Messenger.
The sick in and around Moriarty
are doing nicely.
Sergeant Lewis, brother of Mrs.
Hazelwood, is viBÍting , here from
Camp Travis.
Rev. and Mrs. Belcher and three
l,
children arrived last week from
Okla. Rev. Belcher will have
charge of the Moriarty circuit for the
Methodist church.
Dr. Fisher congratulated the men
of Moriarty for the manner and quick
action to prevent the spread of influenza when the seriousness of the
disease was called to their attention,
and also the Red Cross ladies for the
work they decided to do immediately.
he said, will preSuch
vent the spread and stamp out the
disease.
Still-wel-

MOUNTAINAIR

From the Independent.
On Monday morning at 2 o'clock,
Willie McKinley,- - one of the best
known and most Jiked boys of 'our
community passed away, after eleven
days illness with influenza, followed
by pneumonia. - Willie has been a
hustler, and after schools were closed
secured the position as errand boy at
the drug store. He had as many, if
not more, friends than any boy we
Bright, cheerful, sunny, alknow.
ways smiling, he won his way info
Had
every heart.
he lived until
April, he would have been thirteen
years of age.
Shaw, son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Shaw, was born August 15,
1900. at Graham. Oklahoma, and died
November 1st, 1918, at 3:30 a. m. at
the home of his grandfather, Capt, E.
He had
D.- - Shaw in
Mountainair.
been working for R. H. Coulter on
the ranch south of town, and having
taken sick was brought to town, to
Hotel, later being
the Commercial
taken to his grandfather's home. Following an attack of influenza, pneumonia developed, and for several days
he hung between lite ana aeatn, passing away early Friday morning.
Interment was at Mt. Calvary cem
etery. Rev. Mr. Phipps, conducting a
short service at the grave. The par
ents, grandparents, brothers and sisters have the sympathy of the entire
community in their bereavement.
On Thursday night of last week R.
G. Thomoson succumbed to an attack
of pneumonia following influenza, af
ter having been sick but a snort time.
At the same time Waunita, one of the
little girls was very ill, and not expected to survive. A sister came from
Texas to take the body of Mr. ThompOn Saturson back for interment.
day a son was born to Mrs. Thompson, and she too became very ill, and
A
passed away on Sunday night.
brother of .M. Thompson and the sister have both been sick, as well as
Mrs.
both of the Thompson girls.
Andrews and Mrs. Williams are carThe bodies of
ing for the infant.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson have been
shipped to the old home at Decatur,
Texas, for interment. Later:. The
little girls are both doing well at this
time, but Miss Thompson is quite sick.
The Independent editor has just received word that a nephew, Harold A.
Speckmann, "somewhere in. France"
has just been promoted to the office
of Lieutenant, while another nephew,
n

also "someMilton C. Speckmann,
where in France," has been made

CharCorporal. Our brother-in-laley W. Lentz, writes from Gulfport,
Mississippi, where he is in training
for work with the Navy, that he is enjoying the life of one of Uncle Sam's
boys, and that the epidemic of influenza is apparently under control.

WILLARD
the Record.

LEAVE THE FARM
(By J. Edward Tufft.)

4TH LIBERTY

v.! tas not beor prodigal
...vv.yb!;dy ta$)ts matte.

Why did you leave the farm, my lad?
Why did you bolt and quit your

dad?

(Continued from last week.)
-- -Geo. Pope
D. W. Toth
Cleofes Romero
MOUNTAINAIR

CO

100
600

From the Independent.
Fred Sisneros
Donaciano Aragón
Antonio Cordova
C. B. Cloud

Mrs. Vera Griffin
Gladys Griffin
John H. Griffin
Mrs. A. Melton
Alice Hoyland
E. E. Langford
W. C. Harrison
Gus Dunn .
Deada Sellers
Gus Anderson
J. A. McGrady
Mrs. R. Romero
Miss Victoriana Várela
R. Romero
S. M. Shaw
Solomon Archuleta
J. S. Dyer
J. J. White
W. B. Williams
R. G. Thompson
M. C. Keithley
W. A. Sipes
Mrs. Mary L. Voss
W. F. Ridgeway

;. iifo,
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Ed Ingraham

A. W. Uott
D. E. Stewart
Ernest Davis
. T. Chisum
C. H. Jackson
J. H. Brigance
Mrs. F. Gentry
W. J. Lane
D. H. Swope
Paul Bussell
W. B. Hoyland
R. Sellers
W. G. Conner
G. T. McWhirter
S. L. Brown
Jas. H. Rhoades
Mrs. Jas. H. Rhoades
J. H. Sing .- Miss Maude Bryan
Alcario L. y Torres
L. A. Morris
J. M. Cooper
M. D. Darter

MLSBON

case !
Well, stranger, since you've been so

S3

been lielping to turn
into strength.

Ft.anlr

Foi

I'll irtll nsirlp thp haZV bank.
I.eso who ure delicate, with
The misty cloud of theories,
iítiííí'r Jungs, v'B&k throats and
And show you wnere tne irouuie
-(..Dc ícss to debility ana
lies.
i ha definite nourish-plow,
his
I left my dad, his farm,
if lr..-.:.e-.
t
finalities of
Because my calf became his cow.
I left my dad 'twas wrong.of course, jluU's are of special value.
Suilt Sí Buwne, Bloorifield, N.J. 18--5 '
Because my colt became nis nurse.
I left my dad to sow and reap,
Because my lamo became nis sneejj. IF YOU WANT ALL THE NEWS
READ THE
I dropped my hoe and stuck my fork,
(The garden otuck inai, i mauc

grow)

60
Tivaa his to sell, but mine to hoe.
60
atmosphere,
50 It's not the smoke in the
ior me,
Nor the taste
60
50
pulpit, press,
60 Please tell the platform,
No fear of toil or love of dress -60
ou Is driving off some farmer lads.
But just the methods ot tneir aaas:
100

ALBUQUERQUE

MORNING

60
60

-

.i

-

Ira Stiner

C. C. Coffey

Esther McCulloh
M. T. McCulloh
S. B. Hibdon
x
Wash Williams
Lester Barnes
Chas. A. Noble
Robert Fain
J. C. Dawson Clem Shaffer
L. Booth
Harry M. Brocaw
Sam J. Isenhart
Gus Anderson
Ellen Chappell
J. S. Keller
P. A. Speckmann
R. L. Glenn
H. Houston
Frank Schmitz
C. T. Lee
2
C. E. Isenhart
Frederica S. Davis
B.
Beat
Eoline
W. G. Bussey
J. G. Dressier
W. T. Farmer
J. A. Cluff
Rebecca Jane Hershberger
H. C. Wallace .
J. L. Morris E. D. Shaw
W. L. Fiddle
J. M. Acker
Gussie Mitchell
B. L. Mitchell
Chas. L. Burt
W. Burton Thurber

RV A SOLDIER
60, We're going to leave tomorrow
60
H or that lana across me seas,
60 And go into the trenches
60
With mud up to our knees.
60 With the French and British
"
Nobly fighting at their side
60 We stay with them to the finish
50 - And help bring home the prize.
60 Now, is it any wonder
50
That the boys are feeling gay?
100 For they know that tomorrow
100
They will go into the fray.
ou And with the shrapnell raining,
60
We will climb the hill as one
"u And the boys will never linger
50
Till the battle has been won.
50
Now when the war is over
50
And the Kaiser is no more
ou We'll come marching home together
....
.
t
100
Witn our muscles sun auu wic.
50
will be weeping
mothers
And
the
50
v.
l.;ifli.an will
... watphinirc
..... ha
60 ForA11U
daddies, sons and brothers
their
50
Who'll be sleeping over mere.
50
CLARENCE WHITE
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Nov. 1, 1918.
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Publish' d every day in the year
Full Associated Press report
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NOTICE
U.

-

$ .70

-

$7.50

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

U

Oct. 28, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Oren
L. Markel, of Mountainair, New Mexico, who, on March 29, 1915, made
entry. No. uzazii, ior
homestead
NW
NW14 (or Lots 1 and 2 and E
Vl). Section 7. Township 5 norm,
Ranee 7 east. N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
three-yeProof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Neal Jenson, U. S. Commissioner, at
Estancia, New Mexico, on Dec. 5,
1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. G. Dressier. J. F. Dressier, Wil
liam Davis, all of Mountainair, New
Mexico, Odes Caster, of Estancia,
New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELOADO, Register. .

FP11-7LP12-

'
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;

ar

-
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FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
0. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

JOURNAL

nnH fnr the heirs of
ah r.aPl.n(i Viai
Flora Garland, deceased, of Estancia,
New Mexico, wno, on uecemoni t,
1913, made homestead entry, No.
SWÍ4 Sec. 29,
015065, for SW&
NWH, SEy NWÜ, SWí4 NE
W
Yi, See. 32 and NE 14 NE4, Sec. 31,
Township 7 north, Range 7 east, N.
Meridian,
has filed notice of
100 M. P.
to make final five-ye60 intention
to establish claim to the land
100 Proof, described,
before Neal Jenson,
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
50 above
Tn n r.t- iman-tnU. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, New
that hprllKP other
60
.
1918.
11,
Dec.
cough medicines failed to give you
50 Mexico, on names as wuueBsut,
be
will
Claimant
the same with
relief that it
50
noi.at rv M 'Dniiírlas. W. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. Bear
T..r
100
L. Compton, A. B. McKinley, all of in mina that irom a small Deginning
.. 50
,U:
hoc rrainorl a wnflH WlHe
50 Estancia; New Mexico.
A
reputation and immense sale.
50 FRANCISCO DEkliAUU, ltegisier.
medicine must have exceptional merit
50
to win esteem wnerever n ueuumea
50
adv
known.
50

50
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60
50
50
60
50
50
50
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(
J. S. Wisdom delivered two cars of Jonas Thurber
last
City
market
Mrs. J. C. Doyle
cattle to Kansas
week.
J. H. Doyle
Samuel C. Hicks
Maximo and Manuel Griego, who B. Donahue
some time,
have been in France for
Tim
..r:. hnma fnlba t PrncrrpAfto. and M. D.Donahue
Carter
give an account of their first encounMaximo was Joe J. Brazil
ter with the huns.
C.
Early
J.
slightly wounded and laid up m a hos- Mrs. Ollie Lizer
pital for a few days, but is now "rar Tom Springs
ing to go."
Meta Springs
rn- -i p, .ota,. ,a hora fmm Santa Fe J. A. Teague
to
attending
A. T. Cox
visiting relatives and
H. L. Morris
business matters.
Stillie F. Stevens
and
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Anderson
H. Womack
Jsnirkla. Ruaaiiv fl1A in SAntA Rosa. David
O. Coffey
J.
They went there to attend the funeral Tomas
Romero
Mr. J. r. uavis
of .their
Ponciano Sanchez
who died last week.
Julian Zamora
Mrs. Alejandro Baca' has been sick luán J. Cohtreras
in renorted
u yaov
.ast fau" .lava
B. F. Autrey
i.iit;
i
J 'I hutMr. Baca is also B. R. Voss
slowly improving.
Bernice Orme
sick and cominea to tne nouse.
Tlf.
PUairav rliorl at th Rm7.il Caryll Hollon
Candelaria
ranch last Saturday night, following .. Jesus
C. M. Quintana
an illness ot a lew oays witn iniiueii-TV.JoMauiH wm n widower and Juan Tabet
W. A. Johnston
leaves a large family to mourn his F.
J. Northcutt
ounuay
piace
iook
death. Interment
- .L i L. J. Northcutt
...
It r n
afternoon in tne wuiaru vauiuui; Ralph Steward
cemetery.
Bessie Stewart
died Tuesday Ides D. Bussey
Campos
Rosendo
morning at Tome, Valencia county. John Wardwell
by his father and Dee Daugherty
He is survived
mother, three sisters and his brother, Ernest Daugherty
C. T. Daugherty
Vicente Campos, all of Willard.
J. M. Wood
of
Baca,
Fred
C.
sister
de
Filomena
W. R. Walden
Chavez, died from a very sudden at Mattie Ht. Cooper
tack of influenza yesterday afternoon Veda Cooper
at 2 o'clock. The deceased was thirty- - Cecil M. Cooper
two years of age. The remains were J. A. Cooper
laid to rest today in the Punta Cath- Bertha R. Jackson
olic cemetery.
Sarita E. Tabet
Jose E. Tabet
Pablo E. tabet
About Croup.
Lola E. Tabet If your children are subject to Erminio Romero .
croup, or if you have reason to fear William R. Waldop
their being attacked by that disease, R. B. Brown
you should procure a bottle of Cham- C. J. Amble
berlain's Cough Remedy and study W. C. Perkins
the directions for use, so that in case R. E. Lea
of an attack you will know exactly C. H. Hibler
This is a Chas. Hibler
what course to pursue.
favorite and very successful remedy Verde Corbett
for croup, and it is important that Frances Joyner
you observe the directions carefully. Clem Shaffer

Thinkers of platform, pulpit, press,
Are wallowing in deep distress.
They seek to know the hidden cause
Why farmer boys desert their pas.
Some say they long to get a taste
Of faster life and social waste ;
Some say the silly little chumps
for the
Mistake
the
trumps
air
germless
and
In wagering fresh
Against the smoky thorofare.
We're all agreed the farm's the place,
So free your mind and state your

Many, all
must .fand guard

iobusmess.

Why did you beat it off to town,
And turn your poor old father
down?

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
they

APPLICATIONS, as
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
greatly InCatarrh is a local disease,
fluenced by constitutional conditions, and
in order to cure it you must take an
Hall's Catarrh Mediinternal remedy.
cine Is taken Internally and acts thru
the
the blood- on the mucous surfaces of was
system. Hall's Catarrh Medicine
prescribed by one of tl?e best physicians
comin this country for years. It Is
posed of some of the beBt tonics known,
combined with some of tho best blood
of
purifiers. The perfect combination
the ingredients in Hall's Catarrh Medicine is what produces such wonderful
results In catarrhal conditions. Send for
testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
All DruKglsts, 7f.c.
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

With LOCAL

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
ü. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

Nov. 6, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Mrs.
Sunice M. Peterson, now Dodge, of
Estancia, New Mexico, who, on January 8th, 1915, made homestead entry, No. 022496, for SEV4, Section 7,
Township 7 north, Range 9 east, N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Neal Jenson, U. S.
Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mexico, on December 14, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Colonel Wallace, Clarence Stump,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE lohn A. Brittain, of Mcintosh, New
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
A. J. Green, of Estancia,
Mexico,
nftohnr 22. 1918.
New Mexico.
Mrttlpfl
is hprphv criven that the
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
State of New Mexico under the provisions of the Acts of Congress of
June HI, 189S, ana june su,
am
tha Art su nnlementarv thereto
has made application for the follow- Wiiu
ing described unappropriated public
lands, as indemnity scnoui muus.
List No. 8245, Serial No. 035338.
those
That morning lameness
Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4, SM NVfe, Sec. 3.,
W sharp pains when bending or lifting,
inF V.V,T. 7SEU.
N., R. 10 make work a burden and rest imposSec. 34,
one-ha- lf
SW
E., N. M. P. M.
sible. Don't be handicapped by a
The purpose of this' notice is to .. bad back look to your kidneys.
11
land
ad
the
claiminc
nafctna
followversely, or desiring to show it' to be You will make no mistake by
mineral In character, an oppuri.uiin.jr ing this Albuquerque resident's exto file objections to such location or ample.
selection with the Register and Re
Mrs. E. T. Payne, 827 N. Eighth
ceiver of the United states Lana vi-fic-to St., Albuquerque, N. Méx., says:
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
establish their interest theiein, or the "Last spring was the first time that I
of kidney
ever had any symptoms
mineral character tnereoi. .
DELGADO,
FRANCISCO
My back ached, especially
disorder.
Office,
Land
S.
U.
Register
after exertion or after I was on my
feet very much. One box of Doan's
Greatly Benefited by Chamberlain's Kidney Pills helped me and after I
'
Tablets.
tUoML-fiipond I have had taken two boxes, the pains had
T
- - tha r
-fnr
Í mil Lilt.,-'- . Chamberlain s Tab- disappeared from my back and every
using
received by
leta. About two years ago when I other symptom of kidney disorder had
hanMin to tino- - them I was suffering a left. I have taken Doan's since to
great deal from distress Bíter eating, regulate my kidneys and they have
Bna a ureu, imi-,,i- a
and from heaaacne indie-estioand a been of much benefit."
faaiino. ilna t.a
Don't
Chamberlain's
Tablets
Price 60c, at all dealers.
livar
corrected these disorders in a short simply ask for a kidney remedy
time, and since taking two Dottles oi Doan's Kidney Pills the same LVt
them my health has been good,"
Foster-Milbur- n
Co.,
writes Mrs. M. P. Harwood, Auburn, Mrs. Payne had.
adv
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
aiv
N. Y.
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